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FOREWORD
This final report was prepared by General Dynamics Convair Division for
NASA/JSC in accordance with Contract NAS9-15310, DRL No. T-1346, DRD
No. MA-664T, Line Item No. 3. it consists of three volumes: (I) A brief
Executive Summary; (1C) a comprehensive set of Study Results; and (III) a com-
pilation. of Requirements suitable for use as a preliminary system specification
for subsequent Phase B studies.
The principal study results were developed from April 1977 through January
1978, followed by a beam fabrication task and final documentation. Reviews
were presented at JSC on 19 July 1977, 1 September 1977, 9 November 1977,
and 3 February 1978 and at NASA Headquarters on 10 February 1978.
Due to the broad scope of this study, many individuals were involved in providing
technical assistance. General Dynamics Convair personnel who significantly
contributed to the study include:
Study Manager --	 Lee Browning
Mechanical Design --	 John Bodle, Des Kozmary,
Bob Trussell., Maurice Butler,
A. D. McFarlan
Avionics & Controls -	 Jack Fisher, Dave Sears,
Ron Newby
Requirements & -	 Charlie Hyde, Jim Peterson,
Operations John Maloney, Tad WiniecId
EVA/IVA -	 Kent Geyer, Mike Byrd
Structural Design -	 Lee Browning, Iles Vaughan
Structural Analysis -	 Denny Laue, Jack Dyer
Structural Dynamics -	 Des Pengelley, Mike Sha:fir,
Jack Weber
Stability & Control -	 Bill Stubblefield
Thermodynamics -	 Bruce Kaser
Mass Properties --	 Dave Johnston, John Kessler,
Mary French, Julie Richardson
Materials & Processes	 -	 Jules Hertz, Chuck May,
Herb Urbach, Joe Villa,
Carlos Portugal
Manufacturing R&D -	 Jerry Peddie
Economic Analysis --	 Bob Bradley
Test Integration -	 Phil Gardner
The study was conducted in Convair's Advanced Space Programs department,
directed by J. B. (Jack,) Hurt. The NASA- JSC COR is Lyle Jenkins of the
Spacecraft Design Division, under Allen J. Louviere, Chief.
iii
For further information contact:
Lyle M. Jenkins, Code EW4
NASA/JSC
Houston, TX 77058
(713) 483--4483
D. Lee Browning, MZ 21-9534
General Dynamics Convair Division
P.O. Box 80847
San Diego, CA 92138
(714) 277-8903, X 2815
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SCOPE	 (DER)
This document defines the performance, design, and verification requirements for the
Space Construction Automated Fabrication Experiment (SCAFE).
The source of each imposed or derived requirement is identified by the abbrevia-
tions enclosed in parentheses in the margin adjacent to the requirement.
Abbreviations that identify the sources are defined as follows:
Abbreviation Source
DER Derived Requirement
FSSR-C Functional Subsystem Software Requirements, GN&C;
Part C, Flight Control on Orbit, Rockwell Report No.
SD 76-SH-0009, dated 1 June 1977
I/F SPEC Shuttle System/Cargo Standard Interface Specification,
JSC, Interim Draft, dated 11 March 1977.
IRAD, K IRAD 111-4770-080, Prelim Design Requirements for
Beam Builder
JSC 07700 Space Shuttle System Payload Accommodations,
JSC 07700, Vol. YIV.
JSC-30615 Shuttle EVA Description and Design Criteria, JSC-10615,
dated lay 1976.
JSC 11568 Initial Technical, Environmental and Economic Evaluation
of Space Solar Power Concepts, Report JSC 11568, dated
31 August 1976.
PROP. SCAFE Proposal
SOW Statement of Work
SPAH Spacelab Payload Accommodation Handbook, ESA SLP/
2304, PDR-B, 1976.
U.H. STS User Handbook
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2
(DER,)APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
The following documents are included to provide guidance in defining the design,
development, and mission operations phase of the SCAFE Program. This list will
be maintained and updated as the program matures. The list contains specifications,
standards, and other requirements that are representative of those that will be im-
posed in later program phases. Consequently, and to the extent practicable, they
should be considered during preliminary design and program definition.
2.1 SPECIFICATIONS
MIL-D-1000	 Drawings, Engineering and Associated Lists.
MIL-B-5087(2) 	 Bonding, Electrical and Lightning Protection, for
Aerospace Systems.
MIL-E-6051D(1)	 Electromagnetic Compatibility Requirements, Systems.
MIL-M-38310B	 Mass Properties Control Requirements for Mission and
Space Vehicles.
2.2 STANDARDS
1WIL--STD-100A	 Engineering Drawing Practices
MIL-STD-143B	 Standards and Specifications, Order of Precedence for
the Selection of
IML-STD--467A
	
Electromagnetic Interference Characteristics, Require-
ments for
BUL-STD-462	 Electromagnetic Interference Characteristics, Measure-
ment of
ML-STD-463	 Electromagnetic Interference Definitions and System
of Units.
TOL-STD-14728	 Human Engineering Design Criteria for Military Systems,
Equipment and Facilities.
MIL-STD-810B	 Environmental Test Methods
ML-STD-1512	 El ectro-Explosive Subsystems, Electrically Initiated,
Design Requirements and Test Methods.
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2.3 OTHER PUBLICATIONS
NHB 5300.4(3A) RegLArements for Soldered Connections.
NOB 6000.1(IA) Requirements for Packaging, Handling, and Transpor-
tation for Aeronautical, and Space Systems, Equipment
and Associated Components.
NASA SP208 The Prevention of Electrical Breakdown in Spacecraft
JSC-11123 STS Payload Safety Guidelines Handbook.
JSC_10615 Shuttle EVA Description and Design. Criteria.
K-STSM-14.1 KSC Launch Site Accommodations Handbook for
STS Payloads.
JISC-08060 Space Shuttle System Pyrotechnic Specification
NEB-8060.1A TED
JSC SPR0022 TBD
JSC SC-L-002 Functional Design Requirements for Lightnin g, Manned
Spacecraft and Related Flight Crew Equipment, 25 July 1972.
JSC SC-F-0006 Manned Spaceflight Extxavehicuiarhntravehienlar
Activity Support Equipment, Functional Design: Require-
ments for, General. Specification, December 1972.
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3
REQUMEMENTS
3.1 SCAFE PROGRAM DEFINITION
	 (SOW
The SCAFE Program shall define, develop, and demonstrate the techniques, processes, 2.0)
and equipment required for the automatic fabrication of structural elements in space
and for the assembly of such elements into a large, lightweight structure. The pro-
gram shall define a large structural platform to be constructed in orbit using the
space shuttle as a launch vehicle and construction base.
The following programmatic guidelines shall be observed:
	 (SOW
a. The development of automatic fabrication of structure will be ft-tudamental to
the SPS development program.
b. The space construction experiment shall be compatible with the operational
Space Transportation System (STS). Specific considerations are Orbiter land-
ing center of gravity constraints, Orbiter payload bay envelope, payload bay
accommodations, STS performance capability, and STS launch turnaround.
c. The space construction experiment shall, be constructed and operated with one
STS flight.
d. Revisit as a mission option would occur within thxee months.
e. Crew EVA capability in support of the space construction eSrperimeat will be
provided by the nominal four-person, crew of the STS.
3.1.1 GENERAL DESCRZPMON. Application of automated construction techniques
	 (SOW
is a logical step in technology
 advancement in support of the construction of large
	 3.0)
platforms in space. The concept emphasizes a beam builder for fabrication of basic
truss elements from preprocessed, prepackaged stock material. Other aspects of
construction must also be exercised in order to complete the platform. The stru e-
tural platform defined in Figure 3--1 will be used as a reference configuration.
The trusses are to be automatically fabricated by a beam builder machine. The
trusses are held in position by the assembly fixture while the attachments between
truss sections are completed. Measurement of structural response of the platform
is to be part of a test program which will follow construction of the platform.
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Fib are 3-1. Structural platform concept - reference configuration.
PER)	 3,1.1.1 Program Elements. A list of SCAFE program elements, identified by their
WBS element code numbers is given below. Refer to the Work Breakdown Structure
in Paragraph 3.1.5.1 for detail description.
1100 Flight Hardware
1200 Systems Engzneeriug & Integration
1300 System Test
1400 Ground Support Equipment (Peculiar)
1500 Support Operations
1800 Ground Operations
1700 1VEssion Operations
1800 Facilities and Equipment
1900 Program Management and Administration
J
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3. x.2 IVftSSIONS. All SCAFE program objectives will be accomplished with one
	
(DELI,)
flight. As stated in the programmatic guidelines, the space construction experiment
shall be constructed and operated on this flight. The operation of the experiment will
include dynamic and thermal response tests. In addition, a separation and recapture
test will, be performed as a prelude to an optional. revisit flight. During the first
flight, scientific experiment equipment and subsystems to operate all experiments
will be installed on the platform. A nominal seven-day mission should be the required
duration to meet these objectives. If additional mission time is required, an extended
mission, duration will be used as opposed to a required revisit flight.
Dynamic and thermal response tests will be continued during free flight of the plat--
form after the Orbiter has returned to earth. A period of approximately 45 days will
be ample to complete the data gathering on the characteristics of the platform.. The
scientific experiments installed on the flight will be checked out while the platform is
still attached to the Orbiter and can be carried out during the free flight portion of the
mission on a noninterference basis with the SCAFE experiments.
An optional revisit mission can be performed between two and three months after
the first flight for cost-effective use of the platform. Additional scientific and appli-
cation experiments can be attached and checked out on the platform. These experi-
ments and some of the ones from the first mission can be performed until the orbit
decays and the platform enters the atmosphere (providing the orbit altitude is nat
raised as a result of the revisit mission for longer life and utilization) . Figure 3--2
is a graphic presentation of the mission profile. The scientific experiments indicated
in the figure are representative of candidate experiments and are not necessarily the
recommended ones.
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Table: 3-1 presents a summary of the mission characteristics. The scientific
ex-perimeats are only representative. Table 3--2 summarizes the flight article
elements required for the orbital flight. Requirements for an cpti.onal revisit mis-
sion, will be determined during a fattwe study. Table 3--3 summarizes the on--orbit
experiment instrumentation. The scientific experiment equipment is considered
GFE and is representative only.
Table 3--1. Baseline mission characteristics.
Mission	 Characteristics
Shuttle Flight	 1
(Extra payload capacity available)
Duration (Max.)	 7 days
Launch Date (CY)	 7/i./82
Delivery Orbit (Nominal) 	 28 1/2° Incl.
555 ism, Ciro.
iVti.ssion Objectives
Fab & Assemble Struct Elements 	 x
Install Evaluation Instrumentation	 x
Determine Plafform Response
Dynamic/Thermal
	 x
Separation 
	
x
Recapture
	 x
Install. Subsystem/Scientific
Experiments	 x
Conduct Scientific Experiments	 (After Orbiter returns
to Earth)
i
Orbiter Sunnort
Power
Thermal.
EVA (Including tools)
RIMS  (l: provided in Baseline)
Structural Interface
AFD Control & Display
Crew (CVIDR, Pilot, 10.1, PS--1)
OMS Iiit
Guidance & C oatrol
Communication Syst.
Data Management Syyst.
Baseline Orbiter
Radiator Kit
Baseline Orbiter
Baseline  Orbiter
Baseline Orbiter
Baseline Orbiter
a
1
x
xL
x
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Table 3-1. Baseline mission characteristics (Contd).
Experiments (Type) Characteristics
Structural Response/Deformation Engineering*
Fabrication & Assembly Techniques Engineering
Separa^,ion./Capture Engineering
Atmospheric Composition/Density Scientific
Geodyn.ami.cs Scientifle
Operations Support
Flight Operation
TDRSS x
POC C (Dircti onAvIonitor) x
TICC H (Std. Orb/IVIsn Control) x
Ground Operations
Launch/Landing Site KSC
Level IV jSC
Off Line/On Line KSC
Post IMssion (Egtuipment) I'SC
Data. Processing/Eval/Distribution TBD
*During the first orbiter flight and the free--flight time before a
revisit mission.
Table 3--2. On-orbit structural fabrication equipment and Scientific
experiment support subsystems.
D evel.
item Test	 Flight
Beam Builder E/A*	 1
Qual*
Assembly Jig E /A
Qual	 1
Platform. Structure TBD	 :1000 kg (2200
lb) stowed
Spares for Simulated Repair x
Platform Subsystems x
Communication
Track Transponder E/A	 1
Qual
Rendezvous Transponder 1
Data Recorder
-	
X
Antennas x
RF Downlink (Telemetry Pkg) ].
RF Uplink (Telemetry Rcvr) I
3-5
i
Table 5--2. On-orbit structural fabrication equipment and sei.entii e
wTerim .ent support subsystems (Contd).
D evel,
Item Test Flight
Elect. Pwr/Dist
Batteries (Secondary)t E/A x
Solar P auels t Qual x
Cl=ge Cntl/Regulators i
Interconnecting Wising x
Attitude C ontr olt
Thrusters (Cold Gas), Valves E/A x
8 Plumbing Qual
Propellant Tanks x
Control Electronics x
Horizon Sensors .^
Magnetic Dampers x
Grapple FLxfttre E/A 1
Qual
Support Equipment
Command/Cntl (AFD) TBD Orbiter
(CRT, Keyboard) 	 Baseline
Bay or C abin Mounted r
Sci .gip. Support Structure	 a
Subsyst Support Structure	 x
Elect I/F Equip	 .In Basic
Equip.
IMech. I/F Equip
Fluid IiF Equip
Software	 orbiter GPC I/F
Exp. Peculiar
Manned Maneuvering Unit
	 —	 2
E/A = Engr. Article, Qual = Qualzli.caUon
tScientific MTeriment Support
.
 -- GFE
x = Quantity TBD
Table 3-3. On-orbit e&Ypa rimeot instrumentation.
D evel.
Item Test Flight
Structural Response
Instrumentation
Sun Shades E /A 2
Accelerometers Qual. 6
Temperature Probes x
Retro Reflectors 1000
Laser Beacon and Detector Array x
TV Camera 1
Controls & Displays x
(fn Orbiter)
Laser Retro Reflectors 10
Vibrators 2
Geodynamics
S-Banal Transponder* E/A 2
Qual
Atmospheric Composition
Spectrometer and Radiation*
	
E/A
	 I
Source	 Qua1
Fined Reflector*	 x
Movable Reflectors*
	 2
* Scientific Experiment - GFE
3. x. 3 OPERATIONAL CONCEPT
3.1.3. l Ground Operations
a. .Scenario. After factory checkout of the completed beam builder, an assembly (SPAT
jig and subsystems, along with the experiment instrumentation, will be deliver-
ed to JSC (or other integration site) for Level IV integration consisting of in.-
stalla lon, interface verffication, test, and checkout activities. Subsequently,
the flight units will. be delivered to KSC for integration with Orbiter simula-
tion equipment and with on-line Orbiter equipment. The SCAFE equipment
will be installed with the Orbiter in the horizontal position in the Orbiter Pro--
cessiug Facility. The SCAFE equipment will not require special environmental
monitoring or control during any ground operations phase, or time-critical pre-
launch access at the pad. Payload handling in the vertical position is not plan-
ned; however, it is not precluded by the design.
3-7
(DER)
	
	 Post mission inspection of the beam builder and assembly jig will be per-
formed. Any required refurbishment for an optional revisit applications flight
for the assembly jig and the beam builder if regLA r ed will be performed at JSC.
b. Re tirements/Constraints.
(0'SC	 1. Installation and interface verification of the SCAFE equipment in the Orbiter
07700)	 shall be accomplished in no longer than 14.5 hours.
(SPAR) .
	2. Experiments should minimize operation on the ground, except to verify inter-
faces with the Orbiter or to satisfy launch site safety and compatibility
requirements.
(SPAR)
	 3. Eb-periment to-Orbiter compatibility testing should be planned to address
only unique requirements.
(SPAH)	 4. Launch site ground checkout requirements for the SCAFE should be included
in. design and test of experiment software anal checkout procedures.
(SPAR)	 5. The experiment shall be designed to require no physical access on the launch
pad unless it is absolutely necessary to achieve experiment objectives.
(SPAR)	 6. The experiment shall be designed to require physical access not earlier than
TED houurs after landing, unless required to achieve experiment objectives.
(JSC-	 7. Removal of the SCAFE equipment from the Orbiter shall be accomplished in
07700) 	 no longer than 3 hours.
3.1.3.2 TWission Operations
(DER)
	
	 a. Scenario. During ascent (or reentry) to the dalivery and operating orbit, the
SCAFE equipment is inactive -- requiring only mechanical support from the
Orbiter. During the assembly operations (Figure 3-3) or subsystem.installa--
tion and checkc,it operations, directiou/monitor (i.e., top level approval) is
provided by ground controllers at the POCC, which is cp 1ocated with MCC --H.
MCC H provides Orbiter and overall mission control. Remote experiment .
direction/control sites are not required. TDRSS is operational and provides
adequate communications coverage for the 7--day mission. During the platform
free flight period (before an optional revisit mission.), periodic monitoring is
required for instrumentation, left on board the flight article for long term struc-
tural, anal attitude behavior measurements.
Post mission data reduction/evaluation/distribution is TED.
b. Experiments. On-orbit mission operations shall consist of the performance of
three experiment phases as follows:
(SOW
r^	
x. Construietion Testfflight 1
(a) Objective: Demonstrate techniques which are applicable to future auto-
mated construction of large structural platforms in space.
3.,8	ORIGINAL PAGE 1b
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Figure 3-3. Baseline system concept.
(b) Approach: Construct structural platform using beam builder and assem-
bly jig. Orbiter crew will be used for operation checkout and simulated
or actual unscheduled maintenance and repair.
2. Engineering Evaluation Tests	 (SOW
(a) Objective: Compare response of large, fle^dble structure with math 	 3.0)
model predictions.
(b) Approach: Apply known mechanical and thermal stimuli to structiu e
i	 and observe resulting responses.
3. Scientific Experiments (Representative only). Two types of tests are under (SOW
consideration wkuich would be conducted using the experiment equipment in- 3.0)
stalled during SCAFE flight, as follows:
(a) Geodynanucs
(1) Objective: Map anomalies in earth gravity field to obtain data on
{	 internal mass distribution of earth.
(2) Approach: Use doppler frequency shift of satellite-to-satellite and
satellite-to-ground links to detect accelerations caused by lateral
variations in the gravity field over density anomalies.
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(b) Atmospheric Composition
(1) Objective: Measure composition and density of .atmosphere at orbit
altitude.
	
ote: This experimmeat can. also obtain data on di.ssipa-
tion. rate of propellant cloud and contamination iu vicinity of Orbiter,
and can obtain. composition and density variation with altitude by
continuing measurements as orbit decays.)
(2) Approach: Project radiaUon, over several long, known paths; mea-
sure absorption by spectrometer to determine composition and
density.
Place radiation source and spectrometer at one end of platform.,
obtain different path lengths with movable mirrors at vaxious loca-
tions on platforms (maxximum path-400m down and back on, 200m
platform) . Rotate platform near end of orbit Ef e time and after any
revisit missions, with an angular velocity of about 1/15 RPM during
data runs to determine effect of orientation relative to flight path.
For stability, rotate about axis of maximum, moment of inertia with
this axis perpendicular to orbit plane.
(DER)	 4. Experiment Equipment/Cntegration.	 ^	 GG
Englneeriug experiment equipment	
'MAN
	
ATTITUDEfor the deformation experiments
conducted during or after Flight 1
is provided and integrated by the
SCAFE contractor. Scientific ex-
periments will be GYP. Sibsys-
tem desiga,/integration is provided 	 1MAgX 1by contractor as are possibly pro-
gram developed subsystem provisions
	 Mld
such as power distribution, attitude
control, stationkeeping, etc.
(DER) c. Reggi.rements/ Constraints
	 ORBIT
1. The primary control station for
	
VERT
expe i ment operation, should be in
the aft flit dedr.. The need for experiment-peculiar control equipment shall
be minimized.
2. The experiment shall require activation on orbit not earlier than TBD minutes
after liftoff.
S. Experiment design shall allow deactivation TBD hours before touchdown.
4. The experiment should provide the capability to allow easy vexification of
equipment status and experiment activity to the operator.
	 -
ti
3
3,
3.
Sc
3.
Figure 3-4. SCAFE program work break-down structure.
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3.1.6 GOVERNMENT FURNISHED PROPERTY. The sensors and supporting equipment (DER,)
required for the scientific experiments under consideration shall be provided to the
SCAFE program as government-furnished property (GFP). 'ihe equipment required to
conduct the scientific experiments is listed in Table 3-4.
Table 3-4. Scientific experiment summary.
Geodynamics
	 Weight,
	 kg
S-Band Transponders (2)
	 60
Atmospheric Composition*
Spectrometer & Radiation Source (Laser) 	 100
Fixed Reflector	 5
Movable Reflectors (2)
	 30
*Rotational stability and requirements for the atmospheric
composition experiment include cold gas expulsion components
and consumables (2 kg)
3.1.7 CRITICAL COMPONENTS. Engineering and logistics critical
	
components shall	 (DER)
be listed in the contract end item (CEI) specifications. Selection shall be made on the
basis of FMEA, their development status, usage in the subsystem, and similar con-
siderations.
3.1.7.1 Criticality Categories. Each failure mode shall be identified with a criticality
ranking in accordance with the following:
Criticality
Category	 Definition of Failure Result
Category 1 -- Hardware, failure of which results in loss of life of any crew member.
This includes normally passive systems, e.g., emergency detection
system, launch escape system.
Category 2 - Hardware, failure of which results in abort of mission but does not cause
loss of life.
Category 3 - Hardware, failure of which will not result in abort of mission nor cause
loss of life.
3.1.7.2 Critical Item List. Critical items shall be listed as follows:
a. Single Failure Points. These are single items of hardware, failure of which will
lead directly to a condition described by categories 1 and 2.
b. Critical Redundant/Backup Hardware. This is redundant hardware for which
the nerd; failure results in a condition described by categories 1 and 2. This list
shall include hardware of operational backup systems.
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(SMV 3.2 CHARACTERISTICS
The following design guidelines shall be observed:
a. The initial design, concept for the space construction experiment shall be as de-
fined in Figures 3--1 and 3-3.
b. Primary emphasis shall be on graphite composite materials for truss materials.
e. The basic truss cross section shall be triangular with continuous caps.
d. The basic truss size shall not be less than one meter deep.
e. Truss fabrication shall be accomplished with automatic construction equipment
(beam builder) in orbit from preprocessed stock material. The objective of
preprocessed stock material is to complete as much as possible of the truss
fabrication process on the ground while retaining a dense package of material
for launch.
f. Truss fabrication shall be a continuous process with appropriate lengths cut off
(minimizing debris) to use as'Fonstruction elements.
g. Handling of individual trusses s^iall be reduced by orienting the beam builder to
produce the truss "in situ".
h. EVA capability of the crew shall be used to perform assembly operations that
would be difficult or costly to automate.
i. The concept for the beam builder shall be compatible with scale-up to a larger
machine for fabrication of the larger (approximately 10-meter) trusses neces-
sary for the future large space platforms.
3.2.1 PERFORMANCE
(SOW 3.2.1.1 Flight Functions. The SCAFE system shall provide the capability to fabricate,
2.0) assemble, and evaluate a large, lightweight structural platform in orbit using the Space
Shuttle as a launch vehicle and construction base.
a. Ascent
(DER)	 1. SCAFE equipment shall be inactive during ascent requiring only merhanical
support and caution and warning support from the Orbiter.
2. SCAFE equipment shall provide equipment stowage locks.
(DER)
	
b. Orbital Altitude and Inclination. The orbital altitude for the SCAFE mission
shall be,555 km and the inclination 28.5 degrees.
(DER) c. Fabrication Orientation. Figure 3-7 depicts the SCAFE fabrication orientation,
which takes into accoLmt mass properties, stability and control, viewing/illumi-
nation, thermal control, and communication (Orbiter--TDRSS until{)-
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d. Activation and Checkout. Provisions 	 {DER)
shall be made for activation and check-
out of SCAFE equipment to determine
satisfactory performance prior to
fabrication/assembly operations,	 LONGITUDINAL
tests, and platform separation.	 BEAM BAB
f
e. Deployment.	
1
1.	 Provisions shall be made for de-
ployment of the SCAFE equipment 	 x
from the stored position in the
Orbiter bay to the operating
position.	 COMPLETE
PLATFORM
2. Provisions for power, data, com-
mand/control, and thermal re-
sources shall be made for equip- ',ORBITAL
ment in the deployed position. 	 RATE
f. Truss Fabrication. The trusses shall 	 LOCAL (SOW
be automatically fabricated from pre--	 VERTICAL	 3.0, 4.2)
processed stock material by a beam
building machine. The primary
members of the trusses shall be fab-	 Figure 3--7. Reference
ricated from graphite composite fabrication orientation. 
materials.
g. Platform Assembly. The trusses shall be held in position by the assembly jig (DER)
while the attachments between, longitudinal beams and cross beams are com-
pleted automatically.
h. Attached Engineering Evaluation/Operations. (DER)
1. Provisions shall be made to evaluate platform distortion and dynamic response.
2. SCAFE equipment shall be compatible with natural or induced loads occurring
during all phases of attached operation.
3.	 Provisions shall be made for the installation of engineering instrumentation.
4.	 Provisions shall be made for activation and checkout of installed engineering
instrumentation while attached to the Orbiter.
i. Subsystem Installation/Checkout . (DER)
1.	 Provisions for subsystem installation, wiring, etc., shall be made on the
platform structure.
2. Provisions shall be made for activation and checkout of installed subsystems
while attached to the Orbiter.
ORIGINAL PAGE I;^
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PER)	 j. Scientific Experiment Installation/Checkout.
1. Provisions for the installation of scientific experiment equipment shall be made.
2. Provisions shall be made for activation and checkout of installed scientific
equipment while attached to the Orbiter.
(DER)	 k. Separation., Provisions shall be made to grapple the platform Nvith the Orbiter
RMS and separate the platform from the manipulator arm.
(JSC 07700,
	 1. Residual rates between the Orbiter and platform in all axes shall not exceed
Page 5--3)	 the following:
(a) Angular Rate TED
(b) Linear Motion TBD
(TBD)	 2. Placement accuracy for the platform, at separation shall be:
(a) Velocity TBD m/sec (radial., tangential, normal)
(b) Position TBD Imo. (radial, tangential, normal)
(Prop.
	 3. Platform orientation at separation shall be with Y axis aligned with the local
1.4.2.3)	 vertical.
(Prop.	 1. Platform Retrieval. Provisions shall be made to recapture the platform with
& JSC	 the RMS during the flight and reattach it to the assembly jig in a manner that it
07700,	 can be translated back and forth by the jig. Platform dynamics prior to re-
g, 2.1}	 trieval shall be compatible with the payload retrieval requirements specified
iu Paragraph 3.6.1.1.b.3. The platform may use active or passive means to
achieve the required stabilization conditions.
(DER)	 m. Free--Fhy ng Mode.
1. Provisions shall be made to evaluate platform engineering characteristics and
scientific experiments while in the free-flying mode.
(Prop.	 2. Attitude control shall be provided by gravity gradient orientation, using a
1.4.2:3)	 passive damper, if required.
(DER)
	 n. Descent. Functional requirements for descent shall be in accordance with the
ascent requirements in paragraph 3.2.1..1. a.
(SOW	 3.2.1.2 Platform Scale-Up The techniques, processes, and equipment that are de-
1. 0)
	
veloped for the fabrication and assembly of this test platform shall provide the techno-
logy base to be applied for the production of operational large strictures that are
fabricated in space. Typical applications that will drive detailed design requirements
are the Solar Power Satellite (SPS), growth versions of the Orbital Service Module
(OSIVI), and the Public Service Platform (PSP).
Typical parameters which must be consWered in scaling up the test platform tech-
nology base for developing operational systems are:
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a. Physieal Considerations.
1. Element scaling (e. g„ beam length, depth., material thicImess)
2. Joints (e.g., provisions for parallel plane joints or single point joining)
3. Geometric accuracy (e. g., mending mid twisting deflection limits)
b. functional Considerations.
1. Operating life. For example, SPS platform life is expected to be at least 30
years (consider degradation of material due to radiation flux, creep, struc-
tural fatigue due to external loads and thermal cycling) .
2. Loads (e. g. , natural and induced)
3. Reliability
c. Operational Conside_ration.s.
1.. Assembly
2. Subsystems integration
3. Inspection, maintenance, and repair
4. Transportation (i.e., initial and resupply)
d. Environmental Considerations.
1. Transportation
2. Operation
3.2.1.3 Representative Applications Descriptions.
a... Near Term Agglications. An example of a near term application of largo
space structure technology is the Microwave Transmission Test Article (MTTA).
This would be achieved by increasing platform length and/or width to accommo-
date a solar array area of TBD m2 , installing a microwave antenna of TBD m2
at one end, and adding power, orientation, and TTC subsystems.
b. rah Term Applications. An example of afar term application is the Solar Power
Satellite concept from "Initial Technical, Environmental and Economic Evalua-
tion, of Space Solar Power Concepts." The system consists of 112 Solar Power
Satellites (SPS) in a geosynchronous orbit spaced 0.50 apart (-360 lan distance
at synchronous equatorial) . The output of each satellite is 10 GW on ground
with power delivered at a frequency of 2.45 . GHz via 2 microwave links of 5 GGP
each. The construction period is from 1995 to 2025 with an initial launch rate
of 1 per year, g.owing later to 7 per year. The total system output on the
ground is 1120 W by the year 2025.
(DER)
(JSC
1.1.568)
:l
3.2.2 PHYSICAL
3.2.2.1 Wei t	 (DER)
a. Launch/Landing Configurations. The maximi n allowable weight of SCAFE
equipment plus all payload chargeable support equipment and consumzables shall
not exceed TBD kg and, in addition, shall be compatible with the Space Shuttle
weight and c. g. lonmtion criteria specified in paragraph 3.6.1.2.b.	 i
b. On--Orbit. The weight of the assembled platform structure shall be no greater
than TBD ILg.
3.2.2.2 Dimensional.
a. Launch ConfiEurati.on. The Space Shuttle cargo bay size available for the 	 (DER)
SCAFE mission is 4.572m dia. and 18.288 m long, minus the OMS tank kit
length, which is presently 3.835m, These net available cargo bay dimensions
(4.572 m. dia. by 14.453 m long) must acconnnodate the SCAFE equipment and
support equipment in their launch configuration.
b. On-Orbit Platform. The platform reference configuration (Figure 3-1) shall 	 (SOW
consist of four longitudinal trusses, approximately 200 m long, joined by nine 	 3.0)
crossmember trusses approximately 10.5 m long. All trusses shall have a
triangular cross section, with a minimum depth of approximately 1 ma
3.2.3 RELIABILITY	 PER)	 j
3.2.3.1 Reliabilit y Goal. The reliability goal for the planned SCAFE mission shall
be TBD.
3.2.3.2 Redundancy. Failure modes that result in less of functions affecting crew 	 (DER)
survival or mission success require redundant means of accomplishing the function.
The redundant means shall provide capability for performing critical functions at a
reduced level with any credible combination of two component failures.
3.2.3.3 Reliability Design. In designing to achieve system, reliability, the following	 (DER)
priorities shall be considered:
a. Mi an and Vehicle Safety. The safety of the crew and Orbiter during launch,
orbital construction, and return to Earth.
b. Experiment Equipment Performance. SCAFE system elements that are re-
quired to be operational for beam fabrication, platform assembly, engineering
evaluation e:cperiments, and scientific enperim.ents.
c. In-Orbit Failure Detection and Repair. Ability to detect that a failure has oc-
curred, ability to analyze the nature and cause of a failure, and the capability
to effect timely repair.
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3.2.4 MAINTAL ABILITY. The design. of SCAFE flight articles and support equip- (DER)
went shall provide for: (1) equipment accessibility, (2) rapid fault isolation, (3) ease
of remove/replace activities, and (4) the maximum, possible use of standard tools and
test equipment.
3.2.4.1 Access. Ease of access to all SCAFE components or modules that are re-
placeable in orbit shall be a design goal. These components shall use connectors and
fasteners that permit operation by a crewman's gloved hand, a hand-held tool, or an
appropriate RMS end effector.
3.2.4.2 Fault Isolation. Sufficient diagnostic test points shall be included in SCAFE
equipment design to facilitate checkout and troubleshooting. Diagnostic capability
must, as a minimum, account for all on-orbit replaceable components or replace-
ment modules.
3.2.4.3 Maintenance and Repair. The design of SCAFE equipment -,hall not include
the utilization of planned maintenance during platform fabrication and as.:embly.
3.2.5 OPERATIONAL AVAILABILITY. The first space construction experiment
	
(SOW
mission shall be planned for the 1952 time period.
	 4.1.6)
3.2.5.1 Flight Schedule. For program planning purposes the flight schedule shall be
	 (DER)
assumed as follows:
1st Flight	 21 June ].3J2
2nd Flight	 21 August 1982
3.2.5.2 Operational Life	 {DER)
a. The operational life of the platform in the free-flying mode shall be approxi-
mately 6 months.
b. The operational life of the experiment equipment and supporting subsystems
shall be a minimum of 6 months.
3.2.6 SAFETY. This section reflects the principles and intentions or NASA Head- 	 (SPAH,
quarters Office of Space Flight Document "Safety Policy and Requirements for Pay-
	 8.4)
loads using the Space Transportation System". Additional safety information is con-
tained in JSC 11123 "Space Transportation System Payload Safety Guidelines Hand-
boole', which provides safety recommendations for experiment design and operation.
3.2,6.1 Safety Requirements. Safety, as applied to experiments to be flown on Space (SPAH,
Shuttle missions, consists of the requirements and measures taiten to assure minimum 8.1) .
hazard to the Orbiter and Orbiter crew, and to assure retention of the capability for
safe recovery of the vehicle and crew.
a. Experiments extended outside the Orbiter cargo bay envelope must have a capa-
bility for emergency ejection and/or retraction. This capability shall be pro-
vided by a dedicated system capable of control from the Orbiter.
\a1
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b. Experiments must have the capability of being returned to a safe or inert status
at the termination of the experiment operations, including emergency shutdown
provisions in the case of hazardous conditions.
c. Experiments and experiment materials which are used or stored in the cargo bay
shall be subject to the material control requirements given in. paragraph 3.3.2.
3.2.6.2 Hazard Reduction. In order to eliminate or control hazards, the following
sequence or combination of requirements shall be implemented:
a. Design for Minim-am Hazard_. The major goal throughout experiment design
shall be to ensure inherent safety through the selection of appropriate design
features. This shall also include damage control and containment, and the
isolation of potential hazards.
b. Safety Devices. Hazards which cannot be eliminated through design selection
shall. be
 reduced and made controllable through the use of safety devices as part
of the experiment.
c. Warning Devices. Where it is not possible to preclude the existence, or occur-
rence of a known hazard, devices shall be included 'Cu the design for the timely
detection of the condition and the generation of an adequate warning signal
coupled with automatic or manual contingency proc dures designed to ensure
that the hazard cannot become uncontrolled. Warning signals and corrective
actions shall be displayed and processed either by experiment data processing
command equipment, or by the Orbiter Caution and Warning subsystem.
d. Special Procedures, Where it is not possible '..o reduce the magnitude of an ex-
isting or potential hazard by design, or iae as  of safety and warning devices,
special procedures shall be developed to counter hazardous conditions for the
enhancement of ground and flight crew safety.
e. Residual Hazards. Hazards which remain after the application of the hazard
reduction sequence and control action are residual risks. These shall be
identified and the rationale for acceptance provided.
(SPAH, 3.2.6.3 Provisions Against Hazards. The following design requirements are directed
8.3)	 towards reducing hazards inherent or incidental to experiments at all times during
integration, checkout, launch preparation and launch, orbital., landing, and post
landing operations, as appropriate:
a. Hazard Indication. Instrumentation shall be adequate to provide timely indica-
tion of hazardous out-of-tolerance conditions, and provision made to correct
such conditions prior to the condition becoming a hazard to the crew and/or
Orbiter.
b. Rapid Evacuation. Experiments requiring the presence of personnel in the
Orbiter cargo bay while on the ground shall not preclude rapid evacuation from
the cargo bay in the event of an emergency.
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c. Hazardous Material Storage. Toxic, corrosive, and/or flammable materials
shall be stored and used such that failure of the primary container will not re-
lease the material into the cabin atmosphere or cargo bay. Provision shall be
made for the safe collection. and storage of used or. spent materials, consider-
ing also their possible chemical or physical interaction.
d. Fluid Release. Hazardous fluids shall not be released into the cargo bay.
Hazardous fluid containment shall be designed to remain intaot under crash
loads with assurance provided that tank integrity will not be violated by other
equipment due to impact as a result of crash loads. Release of inert gases
into the cargo bay may be permitted under some conditiens.
e. Hazardous Material isolation. Toxic materials and other materials determined
by analysis and/or test to be hazardous must be isolated from the crew and
cabin system., and suitable measures for neutralization provided in case of
hazard.
f. Material Incompatibility. Where hazards can occur due to the presence or con--
tact of mutually incompatible materials, components at electrical differences
or of chemically incompatible substances shall be separated to the maximum
practical extent.
g. High Temnerature Processes. High temperature processes must be carried out
in suitable enclosures. Emergency switch--off in the case of cooling interruption
or other control failure must be provided.
h. Rotating Machbdery. Rotating machinery must be protected by suitable guards.
Where machinery is highly stressed, containment for possible failure must be
provided.
L Material Shattering. Material. which can shatter shall not be used in the Orbiter
unless positive protection: is provided to prevent fragments from entering the
cabin environment. Photographic and optical equipment which cannot comply
with this standard must be protected by suitable covers when not in use.
j . Stored Mechanical Energv. Mechanical devices such as springs, springloaded
levers, and torsion bars which are capable of storing energy should be avoided
in experiment design. Where stored mechanical energy devices are absolutely
necessary, safety features such as locks, protective devices, and warning
placards shall be provided.
k. Equipment Movement. 1Vleans for the control of movement of equipment which
is not easily hand manipulated shall be provided for ground aad orbital operations
where applicable. Adequate handles, hoisting . and ground support equipment
attachment hardpoints shall be included in the design.
1. High Voltage. High voltage systems shall be suitably insulated, isolated, and pro-
vided with circuit breakers Provisions for automatic cutoff of high voltage is
required when access to high voltage equipment for adjustment, maintenance,
or repair is needed.
m
m. Experiment Grounding. Experiment grounding shall be such as to preclude
electrical discharge hazards and shocks.
n. Accidental Switch Actuation. All switches shall be recessed or otherwise pro-
tected against accidental actuation.
o. Emergency Switch Off. A rapid means of switching off power under emergency
conditions shall be provided.
p. LiEkin Strikes_ Safety critical experiment equipment shall be designed, or
protection provided, to preclude hazards to the ground and flight crews in case
of lightning strikes.
q. Pyrotechnics. Explosive devices capable of producing fragments or significant
environment overpressure shall not be used. All experiment pyrotechnic de-
vices shall meet the requirements of JSC document number 08060, "Space
Shuttle System Pyrotechnic Specification" or MIL--STD-1512, "Electro Explo-
sive Subsystems, Electrically Initiated, Design Requirements and Test
Methods".
r. Radiation Sources. Experiments that contain radioactive materials or contain
equipment that generates ionizing radiation shall be identified and approval
obtained for their use. The initial description shall state source type, strength,
quantity, containment/shielding, and chemical/physical form. Review will be
implemented by the JSC Safety Office. Major radioactive sources require ap-
proval by the Interagency Aerospace Nuclear Safety Review Panel through the
NASA coordinator for the panel.
3.2.7 ENVIROr,^IENT
(JSC	 3.2.7.1 Natural Environment. The following natural environmental criteria must be
07700, considered in, the design of payload equipment. If so desired, the payload may be pro--
4.1)	 tected during delivery to the launch and recovery operations by use of appropriate site
facilities, so that it is protected from the environment.
a. Atmospheric.
Pressure
Surface
35,000 Feet (10 668 m)
Temperature
Surxace
(Sheltered Uncontrolled)
35, 000 Feet (10 668 m)
12.36 to 15. 23 Asia (85219.2 to
105007.2 N/m2)
3.28 psia (22614.8 N/m2) minimum
Minus 23°F (--31°C) to 150°F (66°C)
Minus 65°F (--54°C) nominal.
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1. Fungus. Temperatures above 68°F (20°C) and relative humidities above
75% are conducive to high growth rates of fungi (including mold) and bacteria,
and the design should utilize non--fungi nutrient materials.
2. Humidity. For design purposes, 0 to 100 percent relative humidity at the
temperature extremes defined herein shall be the consideration. For those
requiring detailed definition of the extreme surface humidity, the following
is provided in three categories:
(a) High Temperature/High Vapor Concentration. The following extreme
humidity cycle of 24 hours should be considered in design: 3 hours of
99°F (37.2°C) air temperature at 50 percent relative humidity and a
vapor concentration of 9.7 gr/ft 3 (2242,,-/m3); 6 hours of decreasing
air temperature to 76°F (24.4°C) with relative humidity increasing to
100 percent (saturation); 8 hours of decreasing air temperature to 70°F
(21.1°C), with a release of 1.7 gr of water per cubic foot of air (3.8 grams
of water as liquid per cubic meter of air), humidity remaining at 100
percent; and 7 hours of increasing air temperature to 99°F (37.2°C) and a
decrease to 50 percent relative humidity.
A vapor concentration of 2.1 gr/ft3 (4.8 g/m3), corresponding to a dew
point of 32°F (0.0°C) at an air temperature of 100°F (37.8°C) and a m.axi-
mum relative humidity of 26 percent at an air temperature of 70°F (21.1°C)
remaining 20 hours of each 24 hours for 10 days.
(b) Low Termpexatures/Low Vapor Concentration. A vapor concentration of
0.9 gr/ft3 (2.1 g/m3), with an air temperature of 11°F (-x,1..7°C) and a
relative humidity between. 98 and 100 percent for a duration of 24 hours.
3. Ozone. Surface: maximum. 3 to 6 parts per hundred million (phm); 35, 000
feet (10, 668 m): maxi-mum 100 phm. Total oxidant concentrations may
infrequently reach 60 phm for 1 to 3 hours during a 24-hour period. Levels
increase with altitude to maximum value of 1100 phm near 98, 000 feet
(29,870 m}.
4. Salt Spray. Design Model - 1.0 percent by weight salt (NaCl) solution for
30 days.
NOTE: For those requiring detailed definition, the following
data is provided.
Natural environments conducive to salt spray corrosion of metals or ob-
scuration of optical surfaces at the surface exist at New Orleans, Gulf
Transportation, PITR, Space and fissile Test Center, West Coast Trans-
portation, WP-flops Island.
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Extreme salt spray characteristics follow:
Particle diameter*, microns
	
0. 1 to 20
Fallout rate on fair day,
lb per sq ft/clay
	 5 x 10-8
Fallout rate on rainy day,
lb per sq ft/day
	
1. x 10-6
Fallout .coating rate on fair day,
microns/day	 4
Fallout coating rata on rainy day,
microns/day
	 100
5. Sand/Dust. (Sheltered Storage and uncontrolled interior vehicle areas).
Equivalent to 140--mesh silica flour with particle velocity up to 500 feet per
minute and a particle density of 0.25 gram per cubic foot.
b. Space. Space is normally considered to be altitudes greater than 43.6 n.mL,
(295, 000 ft., 90 Ian) .
1. Pressure. Values are as follows:
Altitude	 Max P. (Torr)
	
Min P. (Torr)
70 n.mi.	 1.4 x 1.0-5 	8 x 10-6
100 n.mi.	 2.2 x 10-6 	4.7 x 10-7
500 n.mi.	 2.2 x 10-9 	4.7 x 10"11
1200 n.mi.	 approx. 1 x 10-11 in either case
Hig^iest pressure at orbital altitudes would be the maximum pressure at
lowest orbital altitude (70 n.mi.) and lowest pressure at orbital altitudes
would be the minimum pressure at the hig^iest orbital altitude (1200 n.mi.).
2. Solar Radiation (Thermal)`. Temperature extremes for items exposed to
space environments cannot be categorically defined. When determining these
extremes analytically, use the following data:
Environmental. Parameter 	 Desigg Value
Solar Radiation
	
443.7 Btu./ft2/hr (1398.76 W/m2)
Earth Albedo	 30 percent
Earth Radiation
	 77 Btu/ft2/hr (243 W/m2)
Space Sink Temperature
	
00 Rankine
3. Solar Radiation (Nuclear)'. The natural nuclear radiation environment in
terrestial space consists of: (1) galactic cosmic radiation, (2) geomag-
neti.cally trapped radiation, and (3) solar flare particle events.
*98%Q
 of mass occurs with paxticles greater than 0.8 microns.
'Only applicable if and when the payload doors are open and the equipment is
e:Yposed to space.
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(a) Galactic Cosmic Radiation (mainly protons).
Composition: 85% protons, 13% alpha particles, 2% heavier nuclei.
Energy Range: 10 7
 to 101- 0 electron volts; predominant 10 0 to 1013
Flux outside earth's magnetic field: 0.2 to 0.4 particles/cmp-/
steradian/sec.
Integrated yearly rate: approx. 1 x 10 8
 protons per cm2
Integrated yearly dose: approx. 4 to 10 gads
(b) Trapped Radiation (protons, electrons)
Energy: Electrons > 0.5 MeV, Protons 34 MeV
Peak Electron Flux: >108 electrons per cm2
 per sec (omnidirectional)
Peak Electron Flux Altitude: approximately 1000 n.mi. at equator
Peak Proton Flux: 10 4 to 105 protons per cm2 per sec (omnidirectional)
(c) Solar Flare Particle Events.
Composition: Energetic protons and alpha particles
Occurrence: Sporadically and lasting for several days
	 }
Particle Event Model (free space): See Section 2.43. of NASA TMX
64627
7.25 x 1011- T-1 2 1 MeV< T `10 MeV
-P (T)/67
Protons: Np (>T) = 3.54 x 10 11E	 10 MeV< T <30 MeV
--P (T)/73
2.64 x 10 11 E	 T > 30 MeV
Alphas: Nd (>T) = Np (>T)	 T <30 MeV
7.07 x 1013 T--2 14 T X30 MeV
Where Np (>T), Nd (>T) = protons/cm2 , alphas/cm2 with energy >T
P (T) = particle magnetic rigidity in mV
P (T) = Ze €T (T+2m C 2) ] 1/2
Z  = 1 for protons, 2 for alphas
m C2 = 938 MeV for protons, 3728 MeV for alphas
For near-earth orbital altitudes, the above free-space event model must
be modified since the earth's magnetic field deflects some of the low-energy
particles that would enter the atmosphere at low latitudes to the poles.
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i4. Meteoroids*. The meteoroid model encompasses particles of cometary
origin in the mass range between 1 and 10- 12
 grams for sporadic meteoroids 	 ?
and 1 to 10-6
 grams for stream meteoroids. j
Average Total Environment:
Particle Density
	 0.5g/cm3
Particle Velocity	 20 km/sec
Flex bass Models
(a) Far 10"6 <m <10° log Nt = -14.37
-1.213 log m
(b) For 10-12<m<10-6 logNt= -14.339
- x.584 log m - 0.063
(logm)2
1
Nt No, particles/m.2/sec of mass m or greater
m = mass in ,;rams
Defocusing factor for earth and, if applicable, shielding factor are to
be applied.
(DER) 3.2.7.2 Induced Environment. The induced environment conditions that will exist
during Shuttle prelaunch, flight, and post landing mission phases shall be considered
in the design and/or qualification of SCAFE equipment.
The specific environmental conditions are specified in paragraph 3.6.1.3.
(DER) 3.2.7.3 Experiment Induced Environment. Experiment equipment shall be designed
such that any experiment induced environments (e. g. , outgassing, debris, conducted
and radiated electromagnetic energy, torques, reaction forces, etc.) are within ac-
ceptable Orbiter limits.
(DER) 3.2.8 TRANSPORTABILITY/TRANSPORTATION
3.2.8.1 To and From Launch/LandjRg Site
a. Existing transportation systems, including government--owned transporters,
shall be used to the maximum extent possible in the transport of program
elements.
b. Packaging, handling, and transportation equipment and procedures shall be
selected to withstand the environment and loads imposed by all of the applicable
modes of transport, including air transport by C5A. (Reference Figure 3-8.)
*Only applicable if and when the payload doors are open and the equipment is
exposed to space. 	 -
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c; Provision shall be made
for the monitoring and
measurement of ground
or air transportation loads
that exceed flight loads.
3.2.8=2 At Launch/ Landing Site.
SCAFE equipment shall be de-
signed to be compatible with the
launch/landing site cargo support
5A envelope	 equipment described in paragraph
3.6.1.4.b.
Aax,length 24 m
3.2.9 STORAGE	 (DER)
Figure 3-8. C5A cargo envelope for 	 3.2.9.1 General. Packaging and
experiment transportation. 	 preservation of SCAFE system
elements shall be consistent with
the natural environmental conditions of paragraph S. ^ . 7.1 during storage periods of
TBD duration.
3.2.9.2 Shelf Life. Procedures for control of stored items shall be developed to
monitor and control items or materials subject to shelf 'Life limitations.
3.3 DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION STANDARDS
3.3.1 SELECTION OF SPECIFICATIONS AND STANDARDS 	 (DER)
a. All specifications and standards, other than those issued by or approved for use
by NASA, must he approved by NASA prior to incorporation into SCAFE specifi-
cations.
b. The order of precedence for selection of specifications and standards shall be
in accordance with iML-STD--143B, :.s follows:
1. JSC Specifications and Standards.
2. Other specifications and Standards of other NASA centers or NASA HQ.
3. Military Specifications and Standards.
4. Federal Specifications and Standards.
5. Contractor-prepared Specifications and Standards.
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(SPAR) 3.3.2 GENERAL. This section defines the general design requirements imposed on
all SCAFE equipment. The purpose of these zequirements is to ensure physical and
functional compatibility between SCAFE equipment and the STS during all phases of
SCAFE missions and to minimize the risk of damage and/or hazardous condition
which could affect the safety of personnel or equipment.
3.3.2.1 Mechanical Design Requirements.
(SPAR)	 a• Equipment Mass and Voltune. Experiment equipment shall be compatible with
the Orbiter mass and volume constraints described in paragraphs 3.6.1.2.b and
3.6.1.2.a, respectively.
(SPAR)
	 b. Equipment Mounting Interfaces. Experiment equipment shall be designed to
utilize the standard Orbiter attachment points described in paragraph 3.6.1.2. c.
c. Experiment Inte_rity.
(SPAR)	 1. STS Loads. All experiment equipment shall, be designed so that it will with-
stand the launch and operational dynamic environment defined in paragraph
3.6.1.3 without failures, leaking fluids, or releasing equipment, loose
debris, and particles which could damage the Orbiter or cause injury to the
crew.
2. Design Factors of Safety. Experiment equipment shall be designed so that
the package intogrity and load carrying capability of structural mounting
provisions have the following minimum factors of safety in lieu of performing
static load structural tests:
Yield factor of safety	 = 2.0
Ultimate factor of safety 	 = 3.0
3. Crash Landing. Experiment equipment shall be designed so that, when sub-
jected to the crash landing environment specified in paragraph 3.6.1.3.f,
there shall be no hazard to personnel or prevention of egress from a crashed
vehicle.
3.3.2.2 Extension, Ejection, DepjgMent and Retrieval.
(SPAH)
	 a. Emergency Retraction and Election. Experiment aquipment which may be ex-
tended beyond the Orbiter cargo bay envelope shall be designed with a capability
for emergency backup retraction and/or ejection. The design of all such emer-
gency capabilities shall allow their initiation from inside the Orbiter. Residual
material following emergency retraction or ejection shall not interfere with the
closure of the cargo bay doors.
(SPAH)	 be Routine Deploy ent. Equipment which is designed for deployment and/or re-
trieval using the Orbiter Remote Manipulator System shall comply with the re-
quirements of paragraph 3.6.1.1.b.
ORIGINAL PAGE 16
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3.3.2.3 Crew Interface.
a. General. The requirements of this section apply to the design of all eTerimment
equipment that has a man-machine interface. Where specific requirements are
not presented or referenced, the following documents may be used as design
guides:
(SPAR)
IVHL-S'Z`D-X472B
JSC-1.0615
b. Loose Equipment Restraint. beans shall be provided for convenient temporary
containment or restraint of all loose experiment equipment that cannot be con-
tained or restrained by Orbiter provisions. This includes items which become
loose as a result of disassembly or activation of equipment on orbit. All fas-
teners, latches, retainers, etc., that are handled by the crew on orbit shall be
made captive.
c. Equipment Transfer on Orbit. The following requirements apply to experiment
equipment which has to be relocated on orbit. Equipment which has a mass
greater than 45 kg shall have a handle or equivalent grasping surface. Equip-
ment which has a mass greater than 95 kg shall have 2 handles or equivalent
grasping surfaces. Equipment which is larger than 0.03 m 3
 shall have a
handle or equivalent grasping surface. Equipment which is larger than 0.2 m3
or has a mass greater than 110 kg shall have provisions for 2 crew members to
handle it.
d. Crew Applied Loads. All experiment equipment that has a potential interface
with the crew for operation, use, or impact (whether inadvertent or not) shall
be designed to withstand the crew applied loads of Table 3-5 without surface
penetration or hazardous failure.
e. Controls and Displays. A minimum set of requirements relating to safety aspects
of controls and displays is given here. More comprehensive criteria are con-
tained in MSFC-STD-512 and MIL-STD-1472B.
Switches whose inadvertent activation may cause personnel injury or damage to
the Orbiter or whose location may pose a potential source of injury to personnel
shall be provided with suitable guards or shall be recessed.
Emergency controls and displays which communicate requirements for immedi-
ate action to prevent hazards to personnel or the Orbiter shall be conspicuously
located.
Controls shall be located so as to have finger or glove clearance between con-
trols and adjacent hardware.
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Table 3-5. Crew-induced limit Dads.
Crew System
or i ype of Load Limit Load Direction of Load Allowable DeflectionStructure N	 (lb) (mm)
-rather Concentrated load,	 I 550 (125)	 j Any direction NIA
pull (tension) 11
Tether attach point Concentrated load, 550 (125) Any direction N/Apull (tension)	 EIk
Handhalds/Handrails Concentrated load on 550 (125) Any direction 13
most critical 5 cmof
member to be grasped f
Concentrated load,
(Fact restraint putt 445 (100) Any possible direction N/A
Tgrstan 200 N m Torsion vector normal(each) (150 Ft/tb) Ito Floor
Levers, handles, Push or putt concen-
operating wheels trated on most ex-
treme tip or edge 200 ( 45)
f	 110	 ( 25)
Any possible direction 1	 N/A
Lateral handles Force
Small knobs Twist (torsion) 15 NJ m ^ny possible direction N/A( 11 ft/lb)
Cabinets, and any Concentrated load- 550 (125) Any direction N/A
normally exposed applied by flat round
equipment surface with an area
of 20 + 1. 5 crr2
f. Electrical Safety,
1. The crew shall be protected from static electric shock due tc static charge
buildup in metallic and non-metallic materials of experiment equipment.
2. All experiment eluctrical connectors, plugs, and receptacles shall be de-
signed to prevent incorrect connection with other accessible connectors,
plugs, or receptacles where such connection would result in a hazardous
condition,
3. Experiment wire harness installation shall use routing and attachment techni-
ques which would preclude physically m.ismating connectors where such mis-
mating would result in a hazardous condition..
4. Portable experiment electrical equipment shall have integral power switches.
5. Protective covers or caps shall be placed over electrical plugs and receptacles
whenever they are not connected to the mating part. Restraint shall be pro-
vided for all protective covers.
g. Thermal.
1. The temperature of any experiment equipment surface which is accessible to
the crew inside the Orbiter shall not exceed 45°C,
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2. The temperature of any experiment equipment surface which is intended to be
accessible to the crew during BVA shall be maintained in the range from
-700C to 9300.
3.3.2.4 Thermal Requirements. Experiment equipment shall be designed for compati-- (DER)
bility with the Orbiter ECS capabilities and interfaces described in paragraph 3.6.1.1. e.
3.3.2.5 Electrical Power Energ-y Requirements. Experiment equipment shall be de-
signed for compatibility with the Orbiter power and energy capabilities described in
paragraph 3.6.1.1.d.
3.3.2. G Command and Data Handling Requirements. Experiment equipment shall be
designed for compatibility with the Orbiter CDMS capabilities and characteristics
described in paragraph 3.6.1.1.f.
3.3.2.7 Material Control Requirements.
a. PuMose of Material Control for Experiments. Some requirements must be im-
posed on specific properties of material and controls exercised on materials
being used in experiments to avoid hazards to personnel and detr-Imental effects
on Orbiter equipment. Control must be exercised on the following specific
material properties:
(DER) I
(DER)
(SPAN)
1. OfEgassing of possibly toxic or odorous trace contaminants from materials
used inside the habitable areas of the Orbiter.
2. Flammability of materials which can result in fire hazards inside the
Orbiter or in the cargo bay.
3. Outgassing products from materials exposed to vacuum, which may inter-
fere with the correct function of other equipment.
4. Specific properties of "Forbidden Materials" or "Restricted Materials", which
are listed.in
 paragraph 3.3.2.8.f.
b. Orbiter Flight Deck. Materials exposed to the atmosphere of the habitable area
of the Orbiter:
1. Shall not offg"ass toxic or odorous products at -.ie exTected worst case tempera-
-tares (Reference NASA sNHB 8060.1A, Para.. 407 and 406).
2. Shall be nonflam_roaable in an atmosphere of 23.8% 0 2 and 1 atmosphere
pressure (Reference NASA INIT'B 8060.7A, Para. 401).
c. Orbiter Cargo BaV. Material. used:
1. Shell be nonflammable in normal air (Reference NASA NHB 8060.1A, Para 401).
2. Shall have low outga.ssing properties in vacuum (i. e. , total weight loss < 1170,
and VCM<0.1T'o) (Reference NASA JSC SPR-002).
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d, Sealed Containers. The requirements on offgassing, flammability, and out--
gassing do not apply for materials used inside sealed containers, if such con-
tainers do not rupture and emit gases or flames under expected worst case
conditions, including internal ignition.
e. Material GroundProcessing_Requirements.
1. Cleanliness. The preprocessed graphite/thermoplastic stock shall be main-
tained at a cleanliness level of TBD during ground processing, storage, and
handling.
2. Humidity . The preprocessed graphite/thermoplastic stock. shall be main-
tained at a relative humidity level between TED % and TBD % during ground
processing_ stnrage, and handling.
3. Temp erature. The preprocessed graphite/thermoplastic stock shall be main-
tainjd at a temperature between TBD and TBD during ground processing,
storage, and handling.
£. Forbi .dden and Restricted Materials.
1. The •following materials shall- not be used and compliance to this requirement
shall be certified:
• Mercury
• Cadmium and cadmium. plating
• Z inc
• Polyvinyl chloride (PVC, e. g. , wire insulation, wrapping)
• Shatterable or flaring materials, except if suitable protection is provided
r . Known carcinogens
2. The use of the following materials shall be restricted as far as possible. If
their application cannot be avoided, they may be used only if suitable protec-
tion is provided and if formally approved for each individual application by
NASA.
• Radioactive materials
s Beryllium and beryllium alloys
3. The use of magnetic materials shall be minimized as far as possible. If
their use cannot be avoided, the type, quantity, and location of such materials
shall be clearly identified and formally approved by NASA for each individual
application. (No formal waiver requests are required for applications which
	
are normal in electronic . circuits..)	 ^.
(DER) 3.3 .3 AERONAUTICAL Aeronautical design and construction specifications and
standards shall be used to the extent that they are applicable to SCArE design and
construction.
	
C^ !]
--_
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(DER)
(DER)
(DER)
(DER)
3.3.4 CI'(^IL. Not applicable.
3.3.5 ELECTRICAL (including EMC). Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) charac-
teristics and measurements shall be in accordance with MIL-STD-461 and MIL-STD-462.
3.3.6 MECHANICAL. Mechanical design and construction standards are included in
the aeronautical specifications and standards of Section 3.3.3.
3.3.7 NUCLEAR. Not applicable.
3.3.5 MOISTURE AND FUNGUS RESISTANCE. Moisture and fungus resistance re-
	
(DER)
quirements shall be ui accordance with the applicable aeronautical specifications and
standards of Section 3.3.3.
3.3.9 CORROSION AND MATERIAL COMPATIBILITY. Materials used in experiment (SPAII, .
equipment shall be compatible with materials of other equipment with which they come 7.10.7)
into contact and shall not form corrosion products 'which could affect the correct funs-
tion or futare use of other equipment.
3.3.10 CONTAMINATION AND CLEANLINESS REQUIREMENTS.	 (SPAIN,
3.3.10.1 General Contamination Control Reguirements.
a. Experiment equipment shall be designed to minimize or contain the generation
of loose particulate matter and liquid or gaseous contamination which may be
detrimental to Orbiter operation or crew safety. i
b. Sensitive experiment equipment which needs an operational environment which
is cleaner than the environment specified in Section: S. 2.7 shall provide the
necessary protective covers, purging equipment, etc.
3.3.10.2 Surface Cleanliness.
a. Experiment equipment exterior surfaces shall be free from visible contamina-
tioa such as scale, particles, rust, dirt, dust, grease, oil, water, and other
foreign materials when examined under white light of 540 -1.600 lumens/m2
and from a distance of 0.3 to 0.6 m.
b. Experhuent equipment exterior and accessible interior surfaces shall be de-
signed for easy cleanability.
3.3.10.3 Gaseous Contamination. Experiment equipment shall be designed considering
the. material control requirements of paragraph 3.3.2.7.
3.3.11 COORDINATE SYSTEM. The coordinate system assigned for SCAFE shall be 	 (CSC)
based'upon the.Orbiter coordinate system illustrated in Figure 3-9. 	 077000).
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Figure 3-9. Orbiter coordinate system.
(DER) 3.3.12 INTERCHANGEABILITY AND REPLACEABILITY.
a. Replaceable parts, assemblies, subassemblies, and modules having the same
part numbers, regardless of source, shall be functionally and dimensionally
interchangeable.
b. Accessibility and replaceability shall be achieved in accordance with the require-
ments specified in Section 3.2.4.
(TBD) 3.3.13 IDENTIFICATION AND IVLARKING.
(TBD) 3.3.14 WORKMANSHIP,
(TBD) 3.3.15 HUMAN PERFORMANCE/HUMAN ENGINEERING.
(TBD) 3.3.16 COMPUTER PROGRAI-DMING.
(TBD) 3.4 LOGISTICS.
(TBD) 3.4.1 MAINTENANCE.
(TBD) 3.4.2 SUPPLY.
(TBD) 3.4.3 FACILITIES AND FACILITY EQUIPIIENT.
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3.5 PERSONNEL AND TRAINING. (DER)
3.5.1 PERSONNEL. Operational personnel shall consist of flight crews and mission
support personnel. Flight crews shall consist of a Commander, a Pilot, a Mission
Specialist, and a Payload Specialist or; a Commander, a Pilot, and two Mission i
Specialists.	 Mission support personnel shall consist of specialists required on the
ground at the POCC and remote sites to support experiment operations on Orbit. i
3.5.2 TRAINING. (TED)
3.6 INTERFACE RE UIREMENTS .
3.6.1 STS INTERFACES. The functional, physical, environmental, and operational (DER)
characteristics of the Space Transportation System (STS) with which the SCAFE must
interface are presented in this section.
For the purposes of the SCAFE Definition Study, the STS encompasses the Space
Shuttle, Launch/Landing Sites and ground processing fa cilities, and communications
networks. .
3.6.1 .1 Functional. (CT , H o
except
a. Toad accommodations. The Orbiter systems are designed to support a
variety of payloads and payload functions. The paylm. ,, and mission stations as
noted)
on the flight deck provide space for payload-provided command and control
equipment for payload operations required by the user. Remote control tech-
niques can be managed from the ground when desirable. When used, the Space-
lab provides additional command and data management capability plus additional
pressurized work area for the payload specialists. The following supporting
subsystems are provided for payloads:
• Payload attachments
• Remote manipulator handling system.
• Electrical power, fluids, and gas utilities
• Environmental control
s Communications, data handling, and displays
• Guidance and navigation -
• Flight kits .
• Extravehicular activity (EFTA) capability when required
Payload accommodations are desc:vibed in detail in the document "Space
Shuttle System Payload Accommodations" (JSC 07700, Volume XIV) .
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All payloads have one or a combination of interfaces with the Orbiter vehicle.
The vehicle is designed to provide adequate standard interfaces that can be used
by or adapted to most potential payloads. Basic types of interfaces are sum-
marized in Figure 3-10. Additional support systems and flight kits are also
available to accommodate payloads.
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Figure 3-10. Principal Orbiter interfaces with payloads.
b. Deployment and Retrieval.
(U.H.) 1, The deployment and retrieval of payloads will be accomplished by use of the
general purpose remote manipulator system (RMS). Deployment can also be
accomplished with motor-driven trunnions.
One manipulator arm is standard equipment on the Orbiter and can be
mounted on either the left or the right longeron. RMS locations and arm
characteristics are shov,m in Figure 3-11. A second arm can be installed
and controlled separately for payloads that require handling with two mani-
pulators. Manipulators cannot be operated simultaneously. However, the
capability exists to hold or lock one arm while operating the other. Each
arm is associated with remotely controlled television cameras and lights
to provide side viewing and depth perception. Lights on booms and side
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bulkheads provide sufficient illumination levels for any task that must be
performed in the cargo bay. Payload retrieval involves the combined opera-
k:	 tions of rendezvous, stationkeeping, and manipulator arm. control.
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Figure 3--11. Manipulator arm assembly and installation.
2. RMS Performance. Performance capabilities of the RMS are listed in
Table 3-6.
Table 3-6. RMS performance capabilities.
PAYLOAD ATTACHED TO MANIPULATOR PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTIC
Maximum Torques:
RM Shoulder - Pitch 6000	 in-lb	 (677.9 Nm)
- Yaw 6000	 in-lb	 (677.9 Nm)
RM Elbow - Pitch 3600	 in-lb	 (406.7 Nm)
RM Wrist - Roll 2400	 in-lb	 (271.2 Nm)
- Pitch 2400	 in-1b	 (271.2 Nm)
- Yaw 2400	 in-lb	 (271.2 Nm)
RM Wrist 10 lb @ 24-inch stroke
Extension/Retraction Force (44.5 N @ 609.6 mm)
Grip force 200 lb (brakes locked	 (890 N)
(JSC
07700,
8.2)
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(JSC	 3. Pavload Attach Points. For deployment the payload must provide (TBD)-type
07700,	 attach points for the manipulator located :^ (TBD) inches from the payload C. g.
(8.2.2)
	 Visual aids must be provided to facilitate mating of the payload attach points
and the manipulator end effector.
For retrieval the payload must provide (TBD)--type attach points located
(TED) inches from the payload c. g. The payload shall be inertially or
local, vertically stabilized with maximum limit cycle rates of :0.1 deg/see
about any axis within a limit cycle which results in s3 in. (^--76mm) or less
motion of the attach pcmt.
(U. H.)	 c. Cargo Bay Ilhunination/Surveillance. The locations of cargo bay lights and TV
cameras are given in Figure 3-12.
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Fib tre 3--12. Cargo bay light and television camera locations.
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(U.11.) .d. Electrical Interfaces.
1. Electrical power is provided to the payload from three fuel cells that use
cryogenically stored hydrogen and o.Yygen reactants. The electrical power
requirements of a payload during a flight will vary. During the 10--minute
launch-to-orbit and the 30-minute deorbit--to-landing phases (when most of
the experiment hardware is on standby or turned off), 1000 waists average to
1500 watts peak are available from, the Orbiter. In orbit, as much as 7000
watts average to 12 000 waits peak can be provided to the payload.
For the usual 7-day flight, 50 kWh (1.80 megajoules) of electrical energy
are available to payloads. If more energy is needed, flight kits can be added
as required by the flight plan.. Each kit contains enough consumables to pro--
vide 840 kWh (3024 megajou_ les). These are charged to the payload mass and
volume.
Each of three fuel cell powerplants provides 2 kilowatts minimum and 7
kilowatts continuous, with a 12--kilowatt peak of 15 minutes duration every
3 hours.
Payload power interface characteristics are shown in Table 3--7.
Table 3-7. Payload power interface characteristics.
Power
Plight
phaw lntnrface
Xa
satian
Voltage
range
available, kW Peak power
time limier CornnwnaMaximum Peak
continuous
Ground Frimary 193 77 to 32 1.Q 15 15 rainl3 hr Normal checkout, Urnimd to
oparat)ans payload bus 5200 Stu/hr (15?3 W)(Gsa power ) 27 to 22 6 TSO 15 minl3 hr Orbiter powered down, without
radiator kit
27 to 7 12 15 min/3 hr Orbi:tc powered dawn, with
radiator kit
Auxiliary B93 25.5 to 32 0.4 25 ante 2 sera Cfreui=ausnmariaily open when
payload A Aftflight 78.7 to 32 25 amp is ranched: power can be
deck restored by switching off and on
Auxiliary E93 25.5 to 32 0.4 125 amp 2 sec
payload 8 Aft flight 25.7 to
dark
Aft payload H 1307 28 to 15 2 15 minl3 br Power can be used simultaneously with
primary and auxilfery payload buses
Aft payload C 1307 28 to 32 . f 1S 12 15 min/3 he
R)ght GSE '1307 I Ti3q TED TEO 13D GS= mover vin T-O umbilical
payload panel 1
IT
independent of Orb her
Cabin payload. AftfGght 25.7 to 32 0-15 0.42 15 minl3 hr Normal checkout'. iotal power on aft
bus dock flight deck lac or do) not to exceed
750 W continuous or 1000 W peak
25.7 To 32 0.75 1 15 min/3 hr Orbim powered down
Orbiter powered downx 2 or ac 3 Aft flight 115 = 5 se 1380 VA 1000 VA 2 minl3 hr
deck I3-pha.el
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Table 3-7, Payload power interface characteristics. (Concluded)
Paws
Flight
phase tnterfau
Xd
station
Valtnt
range
avaifible. kW Aeak power
tiros! iimi:Y CommentsMaximum
coney uous Perk
Frelaunch. Primacy E92 to 32 1	
1
1.5	 12 mfnlph., Any active thermal control
srcemt, payload bus i
177
3uh y=m configuration
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(JSC	 ice. Standard connectors are provided at all Orbiter-to--payload interfaces. These
07700,	 connectors do not provide for remote disconnection or reconnection.
e. Environmental Control. Cooling services are provided to payloads by the
Orbiter. Prelaunch and postlanding thermal control is provided by ground
support systems. In orbit, the primary heat rejection subsystem is the radi-
ators on the inside of the cargo bay doors.
1. Cargo 	 Mounted P/L_Equipment. The payload heat exchanger is designed
so either water or Freon 31 can be selected as a cooling fluid, according to
the needs of the payload. The payload side of the heat exchanger has two
.	 I
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coolant passages; either or both can be used. Each passage is sized for a maxi-
mum pressure differential of 6 psi (41 370 N/m 2) with 200 lb/hr (907 kg/hr) of
Freon 21, a maximum operating pressure of 200 psia (1379 kN/m 2) and a maxi-
mum payload coolant return temperature of 1.30°F (328 K). Fluid circulation
through the payload side of the heat exchanger must be supplied as part of the
payload.
The total payload heat rejection provided by the Orbiter is listed in Table 3-8.
Table 3-8. Payload heat rejection available.
Capability, kW
Aft Cargo
Flight phases flight deck Bay Description
Prelaunch, ascent, 0.35 1.52 Average
descent, postlanding 0.42 N/A 2-min peak
(cargo bay doors closed)
On orbiL without radiator 0.75 5.90 Average
kit (cargo bay doors open) 1.00 5.65 Peak for 15 min each 3 hr
0.35 1.30 Minimum for aft flight deck,
Maximum for cargo bay
On orbit with radiatox kit 0.75 8.10 Average
(cargo bay doors open) 1.00 7.85 Peak for 15 min each 3 hr
0.35 8.50 Minimum for aft flight deck,
Maximum for cargo bay
W.H.)
2. Air Cooling of Aft Flight Deck. Cooling for payload equipment located on
	 (JSC
the Orbiter aft flight deck will also be provided with 475 lb/hr (215 k,-/hr)
	 07700;
nominal flow of unfiltered cabin air in a temperature range of 65°F to 90°F 	 10.1.3)
(18°C to 32°C) and dew point of 45°F to 62°F (7.2°C to 16.70C). The cooling
capability will be up to 2560 Btu/hr (0.75 kW) average and 3413 Btu/hr
(1.0 kW) peak. Cooling requirements above 1195 Btu/'hr (0.35 Iff), however,
require reduction, of the payload cooling provided by the paylo id heat exchanger.
3. luterfaces. Environmental Control System interfaces are identified in	 (TBD)
Figure 3-13. Orbiter radiator temperature and emissivity are TBD.
f. Communications, Tracking, and Data Management.
	 (CT .H. }
1. Voice, Television, and Data Handling. Voice, television, and data-handling
capabilities of the Orbiter support onboard control of the payload or, when
desirable, remote control from the ground. The Orbiter communications and
tracking subsystem provides links between the Orbiter and the payload. It
also transfers payload telemetry, uplink data commands, and voice signals
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Figure 3-13. Orbiter environmental control subsystem.
to and from the space networks. Tha provisions in the Orbiter for communi-
cations, tracking, and data management are flexible enough to accommodate
most payloads. Occasionally, for special missions, some modifications are
required.
Links through the Orbiter are outlined in Table 3-9.
The data processing and software subsystem of the Orbiter furnishes the
onboard digital computation necessary to support payload management and
handlin-. Functions in the computer are controlled by the mission specialist
or a payload specialist through main memory loads from the tape memory.
The stations in the Orbiter aft flight deck for payload management and
handling are equipped with data displays, CRTs, and keyboards for onboard
i	 monitoring and control of payload operations.
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Table 3-9. Orbiter avionics services to payloads.
e=unction
Dire= or through
Tracking and Dam
Relay Satellite
Hardline Aadiafrequency link
Payload Ground Orbitssr Attached Orbiter Detactied
to ground to Payload to attached payload to to detached payload to
visl Orbitet via Orbiter payload (arbiter payload Orbiter
Scientirk data x X x
limineering data x x x x
vale X X X X X x
3alaviaian X x x
Co mmand x x x
Guidanea,
navigation,
and control X X k x
caudon and -	 -
warning X X X
blaster timing •X
Randnvous x X
2. Telemetry andrlafia systems. When attached payloads are flown, up to 64
kilobits/sec of data can be displayed to the crew and transmitted (interleaved
with the STS operations telemetry) to the ground. The payload data and voice
transmission will automatically be recorded on the operations recorder when--
ever the proper data format and voice channels are selected. Tin addition., up
to 50 megabits/see of payload data (either to real time or recorded) can be trans-
mitted to the ground via TDRSS. Telemetry and data systems links are shown
in Figure 3--14.
S. Communications Network. The network used by the Space Transportation Sys-
tem (Figure 3--15) provides real-time communication links between the user on
the ground and his payload ---^ whether it is attached or detached' --- dosing most
of the time on orbit. This communication, managed either through the Mission
Control Center or network control, will. originate in the Payload Operations
Control Center:
The communication links provide capability for downlink telemetry data, up-
link command data, two-way voice, downlink television, and uplink text and
graphics.
The STS communications' network is a combination of the Tracking and Data
Relay Satellite System (TDRSS), consisting of two geosynchronous satellites
and one grolmd station, and the space tracking and data network (STDN). The
NASA communications network (NASCOM), which maybe augmented by an
interface with a domestic satellite (Domsat), links the tracking stations with
the ground control centers. In addition, the sleep space network
.
 (DSN) is used
to supper" all interplanetary flights.
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Figure 3-14. Telemetry and data systems links.
4. Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS). The TDRSS provides the
principal coverage for all STS flights. It is used to support Orbiter-attached
payloads as well as free-flying systems and propulsive upper stages in low
and medium Earth orbit. The nearly continuous monitoring capability helps
reduce the probability of experiment failure, reduces the need for onboard
data, storage, and allows for inflight modifications of experiments.
The system consists of two active communications relay satellites in geo-
synchronous orbits 130° apart as shown in Figure 3-16, and a single ground
station at White Sands, New Mexico. The two satellites provide a minimum
orbital communications coverage of approximately 85 percent for all space-
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Figure 3-15. Communications network.
craft, even those at the lowest orbital altitude. Coverage increases with
altitude as shown in Figure 3-17, becoming approximately 98 percent at
600 nautical miles (1111 kilometers), the highest operating range of the
Orbiter. User spacecraft at low altitudes and inclinations will pass through
the zone of no coverage during every orbit and, therefore, receive the least
coverage. Those at high altitudes and high inclinations will pass through the
no-coverage zone only periodically; for example, a spacecraft at 540 nauti-
cal miles (1000 kilometers) and 99° will be in the zone only once per day or
less. The limited coverage area is generally between 60° and 90° east
longitude (central Asia, India., and the Indian Ocean).
Communications coverage by TDRSS may be further constrained as a re-
sult of antenna patterns during those payload operations that require specific
Orbiter attitudes. For example, an Orbiter "heads down" position for Earth
resources viewing could restrict coverage to as low as 30 percent of the
time, depending on orbital inclination and Orbiter attitude position.
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Figure 3-16. Two-satellite Tracking and 	 Figure 3--17. TDRSS percent com
Data Relay Satellite System. 	 munication variation.
Details of TDRSS capabilities are provided in the TDRSS Users' Guide
(GSFC STDN 101.2).
g. Crew.
(U.H.)
	
1. Duties. The following description of crew duties is summarized from Space
Shuttle System Payload Accommodations (JSC-07700, Vol,
The Orbiter crew consists of the commander and pilot. Additional crew
members who may be required to conduct Orbiter and payload operations are
a mission specialist and one or more payload specialists. It is assumed that
the commander and pilot are always required to operate and manage the
Orbiter.
In general, the STS crew members (commander, pilot, and mission spe-
cialist) are responsible for operation and management of all STS systems,
including payload support systems that are attached either to the Orbiter or
to standard payload carriers. The payload specialist is responsible for pay-
load operations, management, and the attainment of payload objectives.
(SPAR)	 2. Crew Size. The crew size will be a function of mission complexity and dura-
tion, but the maximum crew is TBD persons: commander, pilot, mission,
specialist, and TBD r
(SPAR) 3. Work Rest Cycle. It is foreseen that for each crew member a sleep cycle of
8 hours is followed by an awake cycle of 16 hours. 8.5 to 10.5 hours of pro-
ductive work can be axpected from each crew member within 16 hours awake
time. Crew cycles will be arranged in accordance with mission timelines.
Crew cycles are TBD
h. Extravehicular Activity. Capability for extravehicular activity (EVA) is available (U.H.)
on every Space Shuttle flight. Standard equipment and consumables will support
two 6-hour, two-person EVAs for payload operations. (Consumables for a third
similar EVA. must be reserved for contingency operations that might be required
for a safe return of the Orbiter and crew.) Additional EVA consumables and
equipment can be added as flight bits, which are charged to the payload.
All EVA operations will. be developed using the capabilities, requirements,
definitions, and specifications set forth in Shuttle EVA Description and Design
Criteria (JSC 10615).
Standard tools, tethers, restraints, and portable workstations for EVA are
part of the Orbiter baseline support equipment inventory. The user is encour--
aed to mare use of standard EVA support hardware whenever possible to mini-
mize crew training, operational requirements, and cost. Any payload-unique
tools or equipment must be furnished by the user.
Given adequate restraints, working volume, and otompatible man/machine
interfaces, the EVA crew members can accomplish almost any task designed
for manned operation, on the around.
1. General EVA Guidelines. The following general constraints should be con-
sidered in early planning if a payload is expected to require EVA. These
limitations are general in nature and, in certain circumstances, variations
may be possible. All EVA design requirements are controlled by JSC
SO-r-0006.
(a) EVA operations are normally performed by two EVA-trained crew m.em-- (U.H.)
bers; however, one-man EVA is also possible. A second EVA crewman
will be on standby during one man EVAs .
(b) Planned EVA periods should not exceed one 6-hour duration per day (ex- 	 (U.H.)
cluding the time required for preparation and post-EVA activities); this
does not preclude multiple shorter EVA.
(c) EVA may be conducted during both light and dark periods. 	 (U.H.)
(d) EVA will not be constrained to ground communications periods.	 (U. H.)
(e) An EVA egress path into the cargo bay, 4 feet (1219 millimeters) minimum. (U.H.)
length, must be available adjacent to the airlock outside hatch; payloads
that infringe into this area must be capable of being jettisoned to allow for
contingency EVA operations.
(f) The size of the airlock and . associated hatches limits the external dimen- 	 (U .H. )
sions of packages gnat can be transferred to or from payloads to 1S by 18
by 50 inches (457 by 457 by 1270 millimeters).
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(g) Payloads requiring EVA operations must have access corridors and work
areas large enough to allow the EVA crew member to perform the required
tasks safely and with adequate mobility -- a translation path requiring the
EVA crew member to use mobility aids must be at least 43 inches (1092
millimeters) in diameter; additional volume is required when abrupt
changes in the direction of travel are required; tasks requiring extensive
body and arm manipulation require a working- envelope 48 inches (1219
mWinieters) in diameter.
(h) EVA is an acceptable mode of operation in low-Barth-orbit radiation zones
if flight planning constraints inhibit planning around them.
(i) The RIDS  may be used for EVA crew translation and worksite stabilization
(i.e., EVA workstation attached to RMS) when properly equipped with
mobility/restraint aids. The RMS end effector must be secured at the
worksite prior to translation along the RMS or ingress to an attached
work station.
0) Nominal or maximwn EVA (i.e., safe) crewman translation rates have not
been established for either unencumbered crewmen or crewmen performing
cargo transfer functions. Under conditions of a straight handrail transla--
tion path through the Orbiter payload bay, it is generally accepted that
unencumbered translation rates in excess of 0.6 m/sec (2 fps) can safely
be attained. Crewmen transferring cargo may have EVA translation rates
of 0.3 to >1.0 fps depending on package weight, volume, transfer path, etc.
2. Hardware EVA Guidelines.
(a) Payloads will provide access to the EVA work area and to the components
requiring service.
(b) Payloads should provide attach points for EVA. workstations, restraints,
tethers, etc., on Vae payload.
(c) Payload designs will adhere to sharp edges, corner and protrusion criteria
JSC10615 along translation paths and at worksites to avoid possible damage
to the EMU.
(d) All payload handrails/handholds should be compatible with the Orbiter
design.
(e) Payloads will provide crew safety from electrical, fluid, radiation, me-
chanical, and other hazards.
(f) Payload equipment or surfaces sensitive to inadvertent physical damage by
^. EVA; crewman, should be protected or located outside the EVA transla-
tion path or EVA work areas.
ORIGMA PAGE
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(g) The payloads should provide crew and equipment restraints or their pro-
visions for attachment at the payload worksites. EVA will not be per-
formed in a free-float condition.
(h) The EVA crewman and equipment should be firmly secured or tethered at
all times.
(i) Crew translation tethers or umbilicals should be restrained to preclude
damage or exztanglement and possible damage to surrounding equipment.
(j) Work areas and crewman interface provisions should be standardized as
much as practical to minimize development and training costs. Equip-
ment operation should be desi€ned around conventional, well--known.
techniques.
(k) Cargo/equipment transfer aids will be available for payload EVA support
with the associated weight and volume payload-chargeable.
(1) Portable EVA workstations will be provided for Orbiter and payload ap-
plication. The workstation, may be installed at the worksite prior to or
during the EVA.
(m) All equipment transported or handled during EVA should provide a safety
tether at-Each point.
(n) Payloads sensitive to EVA equipment effluent discharge should either pro-
vide inherent self-protective features, provide protectors to be installed
by the EVA crewman, or define EVA crewman operational constraints.
(o) Universal Skylab-type EVA foot restraints are baselined for Orbiter and
payload applications.
(p) As applicable, EVA support equipment design and lighting will adhere to
JSC specifications SC--F--0006 and SC--L-0002, respectively.
(q) Crewman translation provisions (e. g. , handrails, handholds, mobility
aids) in the payload planned EVA work area shall be provided by the pay-
loads if requirements exceed Orbiter attached payload bay handrails.
3. Orbiter EVA Guidelines.
(a) Orbiter attitude perturbations will be controlled for compatibility with
EVA operations.
(b) Use of Orbiter attitude to satisfy lighting or thermal requirements of
EVA will be minimized or limited to contingency operations.
(c) Orbiter thrusters whose plumes could impinge on the EVA crewman,
sensitive instruments, or experiments will be inhibited during planned
EVA.
3
s
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(JSC	 4. Mission Requirements. The EVA period of the mission is generally con-
10615)	 sidered as comprised of three phases, EVA preparation, EVA operations,
and post-EVA activities.
(a) EVA Preparation. ,Approximately 1 to 2 hours will be required by 1 or 2
EVA crewmen to complete the preparation activities for an EVA. The
activities are preceded by the start of the required three hours of pre-
breathing, which occurs 3 hours 30 minutes prior to the scheduled start
of an EVA. For nearly 2 hours of the 3--hour prebreathe, the EVA crew-
man may perform required EVA or non--EVA related activities.
The EVA crewmen begin, the EVA preparation period by unstowing
associated EVA equipment. Special EVA equipment, such as cameras,
will then be prepared and checked for the EVA and placed in the airlock.
The EMU will be unstowed and the crewmen will don the suits and life
support equipment. Ancillary suit equipment, such as the waste manage-
ment system and the liquid cooling garment, are donna ed prior to donning
the suit.
Approximately 30 minutes prior to the start of the EVA or at the ,com-
pletion of the 3-hour prebreathe period, the crewmen will doff the pre-
breathe masks and don the helmet and gloves. Following a suit 0 2
 purge,
the crewmen perform a check of the life support equipment and Orbiter/
EVA communication systems. BacImp communication modes are also
checked. The crewmen perform an integrity check of the EMU and begin
depressurization of the airlock. After depressurization, the outer air-
lock hatch is opened for the start of the EVA.
(b) EVA Operatiors. The EVA tasks are performed outside the Orbiter
cabin for a ma^ num duration of 6.0 hours which is the nominal limit
of the life support system. consumables.
(c) Post-EVA. When EVA operations are completed, the crewmen ingress
into the airlock, close the outer hatch, and repressurize the airlock.
Helmets and gloves are doffed along with the EMU. The crewmen then
perform a recharge of the life support system. Consurnables are re-
plenished aad the life support equipment is prepared for the next EVA.
Loose equipment and donning aids are stowed and suit drying initiated,
if required. About 1.5 hours are required for post-EVA.
(U. H.)	 5. Manned Maneuvering Unit. Additional EVA capability is provided by the
manned maneuvering unit, a propulsive backpack device (using a low-thrust,
dry, cold nitrogen gas propellant) which enables a crew member to reach
areas beyond the cargo bay. The unit has a six-degree-of-freedom control
authority, an automatic attitude hold capability, and electrical cutlets for
such ancillary equipment as ,power tools, a portable light, cameras, and
instrument monitoring devices. Because the uuit need not be secured to the
Orbiter, the crew member can use it to "fly" unencumbered to berthed or
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free-flying spacecraft work areas, to transport cargo of moderate size such
as might be required for spacecraft servicing on orbit, and to retrieve small,
free-flying payloads that may be sensitive to Orbiter thruster perturbation
and contamination. (The unit's own propellant causes minimal disturbances
with no adverse contamination.)
Figure 3-18 shows the ^I^IlVIU Location in cargo bay with airlock/tunnel
adapter. Table 3--10 gives the propellant usage versus distance and cargo
weight.
AIRLOCK
AZZ TRANSLATION PATH
	 '
f'/^'-^ L .. \^ tit
STATION
X, 5824630
ADAPTER
VIEW LOOMNG FORWARD
Figure 3-18. 1INEY U locations in cargo bay with airlock/tunnel adapter.
1. Pointing and Stabilization. The Orbiter is capable of attaining and maintaining
	 (U.H.)
any specified inertial, celestial., or local (vertical) earth reference attitude.
For payload pointing by use of the vernier thrusters, the Orbiter flight control
system provides a stability (deadband) of --LO. I deg/axis and a stability rate
(maximum limit cycle rate) of x.01 deg/sec/axis. When using the primary
thrusters, the Orbiter provides a stability of z0.1 deg/axis and a stability rate
of W0.1 deg/sec/axis.
The Orbiter capability to point a vector defined in its inertial measurement
unit (MM) navigation base axes (using the Orbiter = for attitude information)
is summarized in Table 3-11. The duration of continuous pointing within a
specified accuracy is primarily dependent upon the MU platform drift.
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Table 3--10. f1= -gavel times (one way) and propellant usage versus
distance and cargo weight.
Distance Cargo Total Coast Percent
One Way Weight vmm% Time Time Fuel
(feet) (lb) (fps) (sec) (sec) Consumed
300 0 5 77 43 7.4
300 0 3 (nominal) 110 90 4.5
300 100 5 79 41 8.6
300 100 3 (nominal) 112 89 5.2
100 0 5 37 3 7.4
100 0 1 (nominal) 103 97 1.5
100 100 5 39 1 8.6
100 100 1 (nominal) 104 96 1.7
NOTES; (1) Translation only, does not Include attitude hold propellant usage.
(2) Assumes constmt Isp, constant system mass.
(3) Calculated for 95% man, total weight (man/EMU/M1M) = 620 lb (282 kg)
(4) Acceleration I- system mass.
(5) Propellant mass used = cAv, where c c- system mass..
Table 3--11. Total (half-cone angle) pointing accuracy using Orbiter ZM.
Half-cone Pointing accuracy Duration
Reference angle pointing degradation rate between =
accuracy (3 sigma), alignments,
(3 sigma), deg* deg/hr/axis hr
Inertial and
local vertical :k0.5 0.105 1.0
Augmented
inertial s0.44 0 N/A
Earth-surface
fixed target _0.5. 0.105 0.5
With augmented pointing systems and procedures, however, the pointing dura-
tion may be restricted by operational constraints such as thermal or communica-
tion considerations. Typical Orbiter RCS maximum acceleration levels during
maneuvering and IbnIt cycle pointing control are shown in Table 3--12. These
figares are for single-axis (one degree of freedom) maneuvers, based on an
Orbiter with 32,000 pounds (14 515 kilograms) of cargo.
Table 3-12. Typical Orbiter RCS maximum acceleration levels.
Translational acceleration, ft/sect
RCS System
(m/sect)
Rotational acceleration, deg/sect
Longitudinal Lateral Vertical
+X X ^: Y + Z --Z -1 Roll t Pitch. -Pitch --Yaw
Primary thruster 0.6 0.5 0.7 1.3 1.1 1.2 1.4 1.5 0.8
(0.19) (0.16) (0.22) (0.40) (0.34)
Vernier thruster 0 0 0.007 0 0.008 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.02
0 0 (0.0021) 0 (0.0024
j. Option?I Flight Kits. A group of flight kits to provide special or extended services (U.H.)
for payloads can be added when required. They are designed to be quickly in-
stalled and easily removed. The major flight kits are:
• Oxygen and hydrogen for fuel cell usage to generate electrical energy
4.s Life support for extended missions
• Added propellant tanks for special on-orbit maneuvers
• Airlocks, transfer tunnels, and docking modules
• A second high--gain. antenna
• Additional radiator panels for increased heat rejection
• Additional storage tanks
These flight kits are considered part of the payload and, as such, are charged
-to the payload weight and volume allocation. The most significant payload weight
increase results from the additional energy kits. The extra tanks may result in
a significant volume penalty as well.
3.6.1.2 Physicallnterfaces.
a. Envelope Available to Payload. Payload accommodations are provided in two
general areas of the Orbiter. the cargo bay and the aft flight deck in the cabin.
The cargo bay dimensions and envelope of the bay are illustrated in Figure
3-19, along with the structural and payload coordinate systems. The Orbiter
stations (in inches with millimeters in parentheses) are included for -reference.
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Figure 3-19. Payload bay envelope.
The cargo bay is covered with doors that open to expose the entire length and
full width of the cargo bay. The usable envelope is limited by items of sup-
porting subsystems in the cargo bay that are charged to the payload volume,
e.g. , one OMS kit reduces available length to 50.2 feet (15.3 m) .
The payload clearance envelope in the Orbiter cargo bay measures 15 by 60
feet (4572 by 18 288 millimeters). This volume is the maximum allowable pay-
load dynamic envelope, including payload deflections. In addition, a nominal
3-inch (76-millimeter) clearance between the payload envelope and the Orbiter
structure is provided to prevent Orbiter deflection interference between the
Orbiter and the payload envelope as shown in Figure 3-20. Payload coordinates
are given in Figure 3-21.
The payload space on the aft flight deck is intended primarily for control panels
and storage. Area and volume available for payload equipment are shown in
Figure 3-22.
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Figure 3--21. Payload coordinates.
ORBITER	 178741STA=	 b. Weight and Center of Gravity. TheCLEARANC$
location of the cargo center of gravity
is critical during aerodynamic flight.
Figure 3-20. View of payload envelope
	 Weight and center-o£-gravity calcula-
looking aft.	 Lions must take into account all items
of supporting subsystems charged to
the payload. Cargo center-of-gravity envelopes for each axis of the Orbiter
are shown in Figure 3-23, 3-24, and 3--25. During normal landings and abort
operations, the center of gravity must fall within these envelopes. Out-of-
envelope conditions are permissible during launch and space flight. However,
the conditions must be correctable beZore reentry or in the event of an abort
on launch.
Each proposed out-of-envelope conditi.L:n will be evaluated individually.
c. Structural Interfaces. Numerous attachment points along the sides and bottom
of the cargo bay provide structural interfaces in a multitude of combinations to
accommodate payloads. Thirteen primary attachment points along the sides
accept X and Z-axis loads. (See Figure 3-26.) Twelve positions along the keel
tape lateral loads. (See Figure 3-27.) Vernier locations are provided on each
bridge fitting.
The fittings are designed to be adjusted to specific payload weight, volume,
and center-of gravity distributions in the bay. The fittings to attach payloads
to the bridge fittings are standardized to minimize payload changeout opera-
tions. To further minimize payload operations involving the Orbiter, standard
payload handling interfaces have been provided.
(U. H.) i
(U.H.) i
ON-ORBIT STATION
• PANEL AREA: 3.7 FT 2 103+5 m2)
19 BY 13.97 IN. (0.48 BY 0.31 m)
• VOLUME: 2.4 FT 3 10.07 m11
PAYLOAD STATION
• PANEL AREA: 8.3 FT2
 (0.77 m2)
• VOLUME: 13.8 FT3 (0.39 m3)'
19 BY 21 BY 20 IN.
(0.48 13Y 0.33 BY OS m)
CLOSED CIRCUIT
F-1 
TELEVISION
• PANEL AREA: 2.3 FT2 (021 m2)
• VOLUME: 1.5 FT 3 (0.04 m°)
MISSION
STATION
II
STOWAGE AREA
VIEW LOOKING AFT
ADDITIONAL VOLUME OF 1.3 FT 3 10.04 m3)
AVAILABLE FOR PAYLOAD AVIONICS BOXES
• PANEL AREA: 2.8 FT 2 (026 m2)
• VOLUME: 4.6 FT3 10.13 mil
19 BY 21 BY 20 IN. 10.48 BY 053 BY 05 ml
TOTAL VOLUME: 23.6 F73 (0.67 mil
TOTAL PANEL SURFACE AREA: 17.1 FT2 (158 m21
Figure 3-22. Aft cabin provisions for payload equipment and controls.
(U. H.) 3.6.1.3 Environmental. Payload environments Ni dl vary for specific missions and will
(except also depend on the payload configuration; therefore, data in this section are general in
as	 nature. The figures represent recommended design qualification test levels.
noted)	 More detailed description of environmental criteria can be found in JSC 07700,
Vol. iv.
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a. Vibration. The Orbiter is sub-AL44WA8LE CENTER •alr•GRAYITY
ENVELOPE AGES PAYLOADS MOUNT-QI3 014 jected to random vibration on its
STANDARD CARGO BAY ATTACHMENTS
---+- ALLOWASLS .-CLNTEPr •Of • GFtAVITY exterior surfaces by acoustic
PAYLOADKOORtSP=IALI Y^MOUNTED noise (generated by the engine
 
rAYLDans .
exhaust) and by aerodynamic
sax^vx 1mlm[Im 	 -MAXIMUM: CIESIGN
1[I!I[l[111111	 PAYLOA0WEIGHT noise (generated by airflow) during 	>`a	 b[la[lun[!n LS
II[IEI[Ig lll	 Iza It14k^I powered ascent through the atmo-
Ill[III[Irrll
^	 ^	 xlllElll[llrl! sphere. These fluctuating pres-EIEIII[IlllllA" z°
	
Yuu p llnrr sure loads are the principal soprces
a 40	 ^i g ElE tl[lUf of structural vibration. Actual vi-
z	 d1,lEl[INgrl
^I,nIIrnlllr	 ^I bration input to payloads will depend
13	 n	 trtn	 nnlll	 ,.
a	 ,^MAXIMUtVi 315iGY
t	 4 30	 PAYLOAD WEIGHT on transmission characteristics of
<	 AT OW sG midfuselage payload support struc-
ture and interactions with each pay--
s load's weight, stiffness, and center
f	 ! of	 v	 'Y.,camai ".Y
1
The estimated random vibration
CISTANCM ABOVE OR BELOW CARGq $AY and appropriate exposure durationsCENTER LINE. IN. Y
^-	 r	 I	 I	 1 for the cabin and midfuselage to
•206°	 ."OW	 °	 1000	 2000 payload interfaces caused by the
DW&AN09 A13CiVE OR BELOW CARGO 3AY
CFJMA 41MEL fluctuating pressure loads are
BELOW	 7" .40° IN. 111)
	
ABOVE shown in Figure 3-28. The levels
shown are typical of liftoff, trap-Figure 3-25.	 Payload center-of gravity limits
sonic flight, and performance at 	 l
along the Orbiter Z- axis.
maximum aerodynamic pressure.
The midfuselage/payload interface vibration environment is based an the response
of unloaded interface structure and should be considered the upper limit. The
vibration inputs at the interface will be reduced by addition of the payload and
support structures between the interface and payload component.
(JSC	 b. Acoustic. Vibration resulting from acoustic spectra is generated in the cargo
07700 5,	 bay by the engine exhaust a-ad by aerodynamic noise during atmospheric flight.
1/F	 These predicted maximums are illustrated in Figure 3-29. The data presented
Spec)	 are based on an empty cargo bay and may be modified by the addition of pay-
loads, depending on their characteristics.
Equipment that is mounted in the of flight deck will be subjected to the acoustic
spectra given in Figure 3-30.
The spectra illustrated in the preceding two figures represent the maximum
levels, which occur 2.5 seconds after liftoff. These levels will vary with time
during the launch and early flight as shown. in Figure 3--31.
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Figure 3-20. Payload structural attachment locations and .standard fitting detail.
c. Thermal. During ground operations, the thermal environment of the cargo bay 	 (U. H.)
is carefully controlled by purging. While the Orbiter is on the ground, the cargo
bay can be controlled within the limits shaw3a in Table 3-13. Air-conditioning
and purge requirements are defined by analysis for each launch.
The purge gas will be nominally class 100, guarauteed class 5000 UIEPA) (JSC
filtered with 15	 hydrocarbons based upon a methane equivalent.	 07700, tppm or less 	
The level of cleanliness maintained at prefl% t on the payload and payload 	 (JSC
bay will be retained through launch to orbital insertion including liftoff, orbital 	 07700,
insertion, etc.	 4.3.4.5.1'
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Table 3--13. Ground purge capability.
Location
Before launch pad Postlanding
Transfers
(TaABt to OPF,Parameter and runway
Noncryogenic Cryogenic to OPF* VAB to pad,
Payload Payload OPF to VAB)
Gas type Air/GN2** GN2 Air Air
Temperature range, -2°F (4a.1 K) 45 to 100 45 to 100 45 to 100 65 to 85
(at T-0 umbilical inlet) (280 to 311) (280 to 311) (280 to 311) (291 to 303)
Flow rate, lb/min Ui:g/min.)
Spigots closed 110 (50) 364 (165) 115 (52) 115 (52)
spigots open
Spigots 150 (68) 150 (68) 136 (62) 136 (62)
Manifold 110 (50) 215 (97) 101 (46) 101 (46)
Total (spigots open) 260 (118) 364 (165) 220 (100) 220 (100)
Supply pressure, psig (N/m2) 2.5 (17 235) 10 (68 940) 2.0 (13 788) 2.0 (13 788)
*OPF = Orbiter Processing Facility.
tVAB Vehicle Assembly Building.
'*Initiate gaseous nitrogen (GN 2) purge 80 min before cryogenic tanking
to inert cargo bay.
s
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During the ascent trajectory, the Orbiter construction and insulation limit the
	
(U.H.)
Orbiter-induced heat loads on the payload. At 600 seconds after launch, the
Orbiter is in the on--orbit phase and the cargo bay doors can be opened.
In space, with the cargo bay doors open, heating of payload components is
based oa the thermal, thermophysical, and geometric characteristics of each
	 a
component. Additional factors influencing the incident thermal environment
are launch date and hour, vehicle orientation, and orbital attitude. A detailed
analysis of each payload may be necessary before thermal design and integra-
tion. For preliminary calculations, the optical properties of the cargo bay
liner, Orbiter radiators, and insulated forward and aft bulkhead surfaces are:
Cargo bay liner
	
<x/E s 0.4
Radiator surface
	 0.10/0.76
Forward and aft bulkheads
	
a/e s 0.4
where a is absorption and E is emissivity.
Cargo temperatures for a typical flight, with emphasis on the entry phase,
are shown in Figure 3--32. 	 7
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Figure 3--32. Cargo bay thermal, environment vs. flight phases.
The Orbiter is designed for attitude hold capabilities as shown in Figure 3-33. (U.H.)
During the 3--hour thermal conditioning periods, the vehicle rolls at approxi-
mately five revolutions per hour (barbecue anode) about the X-axis with the
orientation of the X-axis perpendicular to the Earth-Sun line within a?0 or it
can be oriented at preferred thermal attitudes. On-orbit thermal conditioning
lasting as long as 12 hours (before the deorbit maneuver) is allocated for missions
on which the -thermal protection subsystem temperatures exceed the design limits
associated with a single--orbit mission..
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Orbiter attitude hold capabilities for various vehicle orientations.
d.	 Pressure ; With the vents oven, the cargo bay pressure closely follows the
flight atmospheric pressures. 	 The payload vent sequencing is as follows:
Prelaunch Closed (vent No. 6 in purge position)
Liftoff (T = 0) Closed
T + 10 seconds All open
Orbit insertion All open
Preentry preparation All closed
Entry (high heat zone) All closed
Atmospheric (75, 000 l 5, 000
feet (23	 1.5 kilometers))
to landing All open
Postlanding purge Closed (vent No. 6 in purge position)
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During the orbital phase, the cargo bay operates unpressurized. Pressures
for other flight phases are shown in Figure 3-34.
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Figure 3-34. Cargo bay internal pressure.
a
e. Contamination Control. Contamination control systems as well as various tech--	 (U.H.)
piques to eliminate or minimize contamination are provided by the Orbiter de-
sign and standard flight plans The sensiti , ity of most payloads to contamina-
tion is recognized and each mission can be tailored to meet specific require-
ments. Before liftoff and after landing, the cargo bay is purged and conditioned
as specified in the description of thermal controls. At launch and during early
ascent, the cargo bay vents are left closed to prevent exhaust products and
debris from entering the bay. During final ascent and through orbit insertion,
the cargo bay is depressurized and the payload is generally not subjected to
contaminants.
 3
On orbit, there are three major sources of contamination: reaction control
system vernier firings, dumping of potable water, and release of particulates
and outgassing. Predicted column density and return flux contributions are
shown in Table 3--14.
During deorbit and descent, the cargo bay vents are closed to minimize in-
gestion of contaminants created by the Orbiter systems. During the final phase
of reentry, the vents must be opened to repressurize the Orbiter. To help pre-
vent contamination during this phase, the vents are located where the possibility
s
of ingestion is minimal.
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Table 3-14. Predicted column density and return flux.
Source Number column density. Return flux,
molaeuleslem2 maleculeslcn2lsec
Outgassing
(al and (b) C 107 2 after 10 hr Y012
I Values at 253 n. mi. (435 km)
Vernier RCS Aft-Z Aft Y Forward XIZ Aft -Z Aft Y Forward YIZ
tb1 1.8 X 10 4 8.1 X 10Y3 2,7 X 1052 3.2 % 1012 1.+1 % 1012 	 I 4.5 X 1010
Flash svaporator 378 n.mi. (700 krn) I	 235 n. mi. (435 krn) 908 n. rni. 1200 km)
8.4X103
8.5%103
2.4X1012
2.4%1910
1.3X1012
1.3%1012
121
_	 (5)
5.5X1012
5.sX1012
1.aakage
(a)
(b)
Z.2X1013
3.5X1013
1.2X1090
2.0X1'040
3.7X1011
5.5X1011
1.9X1013
3.1X1013
*Zero degrre line-of-sight (in the+Zddirectionl originating at Xa 1107.
b50' uff of +Z towards -Xa (forward) ariglnating at Xa 1107.
f. Acceleration. Payload structure and substructure must be designed with the
appropriate margin of safety to function during all expected loading conditions,
both in flight and during ground handling. The limit load factors at the payload
center of gravity are shown in Table 3-15. The recommended maximum, margin
of safety to apply to these limit load factors is 1.4. Emergency landing loads
shall be carried through the payload primary structure at its attachment fittings.
Preliminary design criteria for emergency landing conditions (ultimate design
accelerations) for linear gave: along the X-axis, +9.00 to --1.50; along the
Y-axis, x-1.50 to -1.50; and along the Z-axis, 14.5 to -2.0.
The emergency landing design accelerations are considered ultimate; there-
fore, a 1.0 margin of safety should be applied.
(U. H.) g. Landing Shock. Landing shock is another factor that must be considered in pay-
load structure design. Rectangular pulses of peak accelerations will be experi-
enced, as shown in Table 3-16.
Consideration should be given to analyzing the landing shock environment in
lieu of testing, because the g levels are relatively low in comparison to the
basic design shock.
Testing must be performed only on those items not covered in a static struc.
tural stress analysis
Table 3-15. Limit load factors*.
	
h. Electromagnetic Compatibility. In gen-
eral, close adherence to accepted
electromagnetic compatibility design
requirements will ensure compatibility
of payloads with the Orbiter. The
payload-generated, -conducted, and
-radiated emissions are limited to the
levels specified in Figures 3--35, 3-36,
and 3--37.
The limits to power line narrowband
emission levels shown in the figures
	
*Far 65,000 Ib f25 484 kgl up and 37,000 lb
	
may be exceeded when the payload is
(14 515 kg) down.
	
operating from a dedicated fuel cell,
tAn ular accelerations of 10 red/se provided the radiated electric fieldg	 c2 applied from	
	
front cradle supporr to free end of soaca=fz. 	 emission limits shown are met.
i.e.
	
Nz = =2.75 + 1:s , Nz = -2.75 - 13s	 The magnetic fields (applied at a
	
Table 3--16. Landing shock peak	 distance of 1 meter) generated shall not
accelerations.	 exceed 130 decibels above 1 pieotesla
(30 to 2 hertz), falling 40 decibels per
decade to 50 kilohertz. The do field
shall not exceed 160 decibels above
1 picotesla.
The maximum radiated electric fields,
applied at a distance of 1 meter, both for
narrowband and broadband emissions,
are shown. In addition, for payload
equipment in the cargo bay, broadband
emissions shall be limited to 70 dm jels
above 1 µV/m./MHz in the frequency
range of 1770 to 2330 megahertz; narrowband emissions shall be limited to 25
decibels above 1 µV/m from 1770 to 2300 megahertz, excluding intentional
payload transmissions.
Electrostatic discharges are not permitted within the cargo bay unless they
are cor.,tain.ed and shielded by the payload.
Payload--generated power by single event switching or operations occurring
less than once per second shall not generate transients 300 x 10-- 6 voltseconds
above or below normal line voltage when fed from a source impedance as shown.
Peaks shall be limited to f50 volts, and rise and fall times shall not be less
than 1 microsecond.
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Condition
Load factor
X-axis Y-axis Z•nxis
Liftoff .0.1 1.0 1.St
-2.9 -1.0 -1.53'
Booster staging .2.7 12 -0.3
.3.3 -02 -0.3
Entry 1.06 1.25 2a
'-0.02 -1.25 •1.0
Landing 1.0 0.5 2.81'
-0.8 -0.5 2.23'
Acceleration,
g peals
Duration,
cosec
Applications
per 100 flights
0.23 170 22
.28 280 37
.35 330 32
.43 380 20
.5B 380 9
.72 320 4
1.50 260 1
125
(U.H.)
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3.6.1.4 Operations.
a. Flight Planning. Flight planning is an ongoing process; it involves the specific
user at the point when payload mission--planning activities are integrated with
the STS operations planning. 	 The STS operations organization is responsible
for all STS planning except payload--specific planning, which is done by the user.
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The payload mission plan is provided by the user and is necessary for inte-
grating the payload planning and STS flight--planning activities. It is fundamental
to the payload flight assignment, obtaining the STS flight profile design, and sub-
sequent crew activity planning.
The time needed for the planning cycle is related to the complexity of a flight
as well as to the number of times a given type of flight has alpeady occurred.
The basic objective for STS operations is to achieve a short (16 wcenn, detailed
planning cycle for simple or repeat-type flights. The first fete times anew type
of flight is planned, a longer planning cycle is required for developing standard-
ized phases (which can then be used in planning later similar flights),. Planning
of standard flight types and flight phases has been underway for several years.
Longer planning cycles of individual flights are alto needed for those complex
flights involving analysis and multidiscipline coordination.
Real-time revision of plans (such as consumables management, updates to
procedures, or changes in crew activities) during a flight is a natural continua-
tion of the preflight planning process.
The following five interdependent elements, all reiated to payload flight plan-
ning, make up STS flight planning.
• Utilization planning • the analysis of approved (funded or committed) pay-
loads with operational resources, leading to a set of firm flight schedules
with cargo manifests.
• Flight design -- detailed trajectory, attitude, and pointing planning (among
other parameters), which becomes part of the basic flight profile.
• Crew activity planning --- the analysis and development of required activi-
ties to be performed in flight, resulting in a set of crew activity proce-
dures and time lines for each flight.
• Operations planning — performing those tasks that must be done to ensure
that vehicle systems and ground-based flight control operations support
flight objectives.
• Training preparation — those activities required to assure that the proper
resources are available to train the flight crew and flight operations sup-
port personnel to perform their assigned tasks.
The user's responsibilities W support of launch site operations are defined
through standard interfaces and documentation sequences summarized here.
The basic document is the KSC Launch Site Accommodations Handbook for STS
Payloads (K--STSM-14.1). A launch site support manager (LSSM) will be
assigned early in the planning program and will be the primary interface with
the user.
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(CT.H.)	 b. Ground Operations.
1. Before Mating With STS. Processing of a payload at the launch site can
usually be divided into two distinct phases: those activities p-rformed before
the payload is mated with an STS element and those activities involving one
or more of the STS elements (Shuttle vehicle, Spacelab, upper stage).
The typical operations that must be performed to ready a payload for
launch on a Shuttle vehicle will vary according to the complexity of the pay-
load, the technical disciplines involved, and the level of testing already clone
before the payload arrives at the launch site.
Because of the 160-hour turnaround constraint for preparing Space Shuttle
Orbiters for launch, integration of payloads with the Orbiter will be limited
to mandatory tasks. A payload element should be delivered to the launch site
in as near flight-ready condition as is practical. Typical prelaunch opera-
tions include receiving, assembling, checking out, servicing, and preparing
for integration with other payload elements. Preparation and testing will
not follow a fixed plan for all payloads.
The launch site activity plans must be established before arrival of a
specific payload at the site to assure satisfactory completion of all flight-
readiness preparations, including integration into a total cargo. The
schedule will identify all major tests, all hazardous (systems) operations,
interface verification, and all operations that require launch site services.
Individual payloads will he integrated into a single cargo before mating
and checkout with the Orbiter. The integration testing of the total cargo
will include a Shuttle interface verification test, using the cargo integra-
tion test equipment, before the mating of cargo and Orbiter. This lest is
critical to the overall operation because Shuttle on-line operations assume
compatibility between the cargo and the Shuttle system.
Customized STS/payload time lines, negotiated through the LSSM, will be
part of the launch site support plan for a particular payload.
(U.H.)	 2. Mating of Payload With STS. Those operptions required to prepare the
Orbiter for payload installation are pexiorm.ed in parallel with the Orbiter
systems checkout. These payload-rebated operations include installation of
any payload accommodations modification kits assigned for the flight. Then
payload/STS operations can begin.
Payload operations involving the Shuttle (Figure 3-38) begin with the actual
payload installation, either at the Orbiter Processing Facility (OPF) or at the
launch pad (using the payload changeout room). Allocated times shown are
apprc ximate only. The litres marked as reference indicate STS processing
that goes not involve the payload; they are shown to acquaint users with the
overall ground flow.
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Figure 3-38. Typical payload installation schedule at the OPF.
Payloads installed horizontally are put into place in the OPF at this time.
They are hoisted int., the cargo bay and secured. interfaces are connected
and verified. Then an Orbiter integrated test is conducted to complete the
verification of interfaces between the payload and Orbiter. This test includes
validation of payload data via Orbiter data systems, if applicable.
After the cargo bay doors are closed, the payload environment will be main-
tained to the Vehicle Assembly Building and then to the launch pad. There will
be a period of approximately 40 hours during Orbiter hoisting operations in the
VAB when the environmental purge will be interrupted.
At the VAB, the Orbiter is hoisted to a vertical position, transferred to an
integration cell, and lowered and mated to the external tank and solid rocket
boosters. After the Orbiter aft umbilicals have been connected, a Shuttle
interface test is conducted to verify vehicle/facility interface compatibility
and readiness.
No payload activities will be done in the VAB except those required for 	 -
housekeeping; for example, monitoring of a potentially hazardous system.
Electrical power will not be available for payloads from the Orbiter during
tow to the VAB, Orbiter erection in the VAB, and transfer to the launch pad.
The integrated Shuttle vehicle is transferred to the launch pad onthe mobile
launch platform.. The vehicle and platform are mated to the pad and the inter-
faces are verified.
Payloads that require vertical installation are moved to the launch pad in
an environmentally controlled canister the same size as the Orbiter cargo
bay. At this time, those payloads are installed in the Orbiter by the pay-
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load ground handling mechanism in the payload changeout room. Environ-
mental control is maintained during the installation and the Orbiter-to--payload
interfaces are verified.
A launch-readiness test verifies the integrity of the pad/Shuttle/payload
system interfaces for launch. Hypergolic, fuP 1 cell cryogenic, and pneumatic
systems are serviced, and countdown preparations continue until 2 hours
before launch. At that time the Shuttle cryogenic propellants are loaded, the
flight crew boards, and final countdown is begun,.
(U.H.)	 3. Launch Site Facilities and Services. The payload assembly and test areas,
launch complexes, and other specialized facilities will be used for payloads
during prelaunch preparations. The user can obtain detailed information
about the facilities required from the LSSM. The LSSM will ensure that
appropriate facilities are assigned to meet individual needs.
Various specialized facilities are intended primarily for processing of
payloads before they are mated to the STS. Others are primarily for pro-
cessing STS elements (Orbiter, Spacelab, upper stages) or for payload inte-
gration and simulated Orbiter interface verification. Both categories are
summarized in Tables 3--17 and 3--15. Facility environments are summarized
in Table 3-19.
Table 3-17. STS Process Facilities.
Facility Location Frinstry uses Otherusrs
Operations and KSC indi=1al area 1. 5pacelab rasurbishmssc 1. Special purpose labor 	 rice
Checkout Bldg. 2. 5pacalab prGc=ing 2- Office spas:
3. Horizontal cargo integration
SAEr-1 KSC industrial area 1. Upper serge prasining
2. Veri=l cargo integration
WIT Launch complex 1. I]rbher ref urbishment
ag area 2. Fayload insraliation and
inmriace verfftmtion
VAS Launch —rnplex 1. Shuttle assembly 1. otficespaa
a9 area
Launch pad Launcfr complex 1. Shutla launch
M area 2. Payload installarion and
lrmrfact verif'icrcion
(U. H.)	 4. Cargo  Support Equipment. A variety of equipment is available at the launch
site for processing payloads. Interfaces are shown in Table 3-20. The user
should identify his needs to the LSSM as early as possible. Unique payload
ground-support equipment must be provided by the user and should be identi-
fied, controlled, and funded by the user's organization of development agency.
Interfaces to this equipment at the launch site should be planned with the LSSM.
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Table 3--18. Payload processing facilities.
Facility Location I	 Primary uses
1
Other uses
Hangar 5 Cape Kennedy 1. SpactciafL processing 1. Ground station area
Air Farce Station 2. Office space
Hangar AE Cape Kennedy 1. Spacecraft procuring 1. Ground station area
AF Station 2. Office space
Hangar AM Cape Kennedy 1. Spacecraft processing 1. Ground station area
AF Station 2. Office space
Hangar AO Cape Kennedy 1. Spaces= processing 1. Ground station arts
AF Station 2. Office space
Explosive Baia Cape Kennedy 1. Spacecraft hazardous
area 6OA AF Station systems proving
Propellant fah 1. Propellant fueling 1. ordnance operations
2. Pressurimttion operations
Spacecraft 1. Ordance operittions 1. Propellant presririzztion
Aserrnhly Bldg. operations
2. Encapsulation activity
Delta Spin Test Bldg. Cape Kennedy 1. 5pacecaft hazardaus
AF Station systems processing
	
(a) Transportation equipment. The standard transportation equipment (Figure 	 3
3-39) is designed to protect the payload earoute to the launch site. The
payload is protected from contamination by a static free, clean bag,
which encloses the payload before it is attached to au adapter assembly.
The air is evacuated so the bag will cling to the payload-surface..
The supporting adapters axe attached to the payload at normal flight
interfaces and to the containers in a universal mounting pattern. A
special damping material between the adapter and the container platform
shock--isolates the payload. These adapters will not impose g-loads to
the payload structure greater than those imposed by the Orbiter. Three
adapters are used: one end-mounted and two types of Spacelab pallet
adapter (for horizontal and vertical transport) .
Tiedowns, which interface with universal tiedown rings and commercial
carrier tiedowns, are provided.. A sling set is provided to be used with
cranes or hydraulic hoists to handle the loaded containers and the self-
contained environmental and power units. The same slings are used to
rotate a pallet when it is to be transported horizontally.
A transport envixonmeat monitoring system (TENTS) will. be  required to
sense shock, vibration, temperature, humidity, and power levels of the
payload. An alarm system in both-the tractor cab and an escort vehicle
would provide warning if any critical. parameters are out of tolerance. In
addition, engineering data. on these same parameters would be continuously
recorded to determine the acceptability of the payload shipment.
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Table 319. Facility environments*.
Loedon Temptraturo,W Humidity, °i
Clean morn.
classl
Hang s
Cleat roorrss 72:h3(295:!:1.7) 45:t 5 100 000
5Y=m3 U= arax 76:h3 (297.5 ;t
 1.71 So= 5
Hangar AQ
High bay 75:h2 (297 y 1.1) 4S :h 9 100 C00
Hangar AS
Clean morn 72 * 3 1295 .t 1.71 JS W 5 10 000
Hangar AM
High bay 7531257 ± 1.71 4S±5
Clean scam 75 =5 (297 :^ 3) 40 (max.) 10 000
5xplasive safe arcs 60A
Spacecraft Assembiy 8Idg 73 -w 95 * 3 5o w S 100 000(296 to 308	 1.7}
Propellant tab 73-±.31236± 1.7} 50t:5 140 00[3
ln=ummt lab 76 * 3 (2975 :t
 
1.7} 5a ± 5
Beata Spin Ta4t.8ldg 75 * 5 1M7,'- 2.9i 50 z 5
dptratians 4 C.'Y a aut Bldg 7S = 3 (297 _ 1.7} 4S y 5 100 ow
SA^t=-1
Airlack and high bay 70 ;tL 5' (2s4 = 2,3} 4!5:h 5 5 000 (inletl
SAEr-2
Afrlack, high and law bay 75 t 31297 * 1.7} 45:!: 5 100 000
VAS Nat contrcllid Not cantrallied Not controlled
Orbiter Pracassing i-acuity
High bay 75 = 3 (297 :1.7) 50 (max.) IOC C00 iinlatl
Cs,ga bay enclosure 70 e 5 (234? 2.8) 5o (max.) 5 000 (initt)
Launch pad Not contralitd Nat cantralled Not controlled
Payiesd Changcoutroom 70:t S (294=2.8) 30 to Go 5 = {inlet)
*All figures repres4m: design rpecif7cstionr'in some facilttles, 3=al nnditiuns could
vary bsrauae of ambient: Conditions and tile na),urs of the aperatlans being canduc:ed.
1'F-derai Standard 2498, April 24. 1974. Glean Roam and Work Station Requirements
forCona lied E~ruirQnnems
The base of the standard container is of steel construction and the floor
is insulated Nvt i. polyurethane. The insulated cover is 2 inches (5 centi-
meters) thick. The outside surfaces are sheet aluminum and the inside
surfaces are fiberglass. An interface feedthrough panel provides pay-
load services as required. Two sides have 3- by 4-foot (0.91- by Z.22-
meter) access doors. Lights and reflectors on the outside meet Inter-
state Commerce Commission regulations for hionw-ty movement.
i
i
4
i
ITable 3--30. Payload/standard transporta-- 	 The container has its own environ-
tion system interfaces.
	
	
mental control system (E CS), which
re L1 ' res 308 volts an three- haleII i	 3	 A
50/60 hertz to operate. The power is
provided by the auxiliary power unit
(APU) or from facility power sources.
A positive-pressure filtered air purge
is maintained to the container during
transit. A battery is included that could
supply power to the payload and operate
the transport environment monitoring
system for at least 4 hours if the gen-
erator were to become inoperable.
(b) Payload-Handling Equipment. Those
items in the basic hardware inventory
for payload handling that will be needed
by most users include payload canisters,
canister transporters, and payload-
handling fixtures (strongbacks).
The strongback (Figure 3--40), is a
rigid frame device consisting of beams,
cables, attachment hook devices, and
rings. It is adjustable to accommodate
varying lengths and shifting centers of
gravity of payloads up to the maximum
for an Orbiter payload. The strong-
back will interface with the payload so that it will not interfere with engage-
ment and load transference to attachment/retention points. It will not
induce any bending or twisting loads on any payload element.
The canister, Figure 3-41, is equal in size and configuration to the
Orbiter cargo bay, including similar doors on the tap. In addition, or.e
end is hinged to allow vertical payload installation. Service panels, tie--
downs, and lift points are also part of the canister to allow rotation of
the container. Special platforms for personnel access to the open canister
can also be used. This equipment consists of a bridge-type stricture that
spans the canister and walkways along each side of it. The bridge can be
raised a- lowered; at maximum elevation it clears the payload envelope.
The transporter is capable of moving a fully loaded canister. Its sus-
pension system helps to minimize shock and vibration.
-type and purpose interface
Mechanical or
structural
Structural mount Payload adapter
Shock insolarion Payload adapter
Carrier air-ride
system
clettrical Auxiliary power
unit {28 V dc:
115 V ac,
5OISO HZ1 .
Environmental
i emperature Environmental
control system
Flelative humidity Environmental
control system
Cleanliness Static-free bag
Protection Hard container
stInrumentation and Accelerometers
data recording 'thermometer
Humidity sensor
Pawer-level sensor
Alarm system
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Figure 3-,;9. Standard transportation system elements.
(c) Cargo Integra on Test Equipment. Cargo integration test equipment (CITE)
has the capab ity to verify interfaces off-line, including payload-to-payload
and cargo - to )rbiter mechanical and functional interfaces.
The CITE in the Operations and Checkout Building can accommodate
horizontally processed cargoes. See Figure 3-42. Vertical processing is
done by the CITE in SAE F-1.
Included in this equipment are structural assembly stands, mechanical
clearance and fit gauges, electrical wiring, thermal-conditioning items,
electronic test sets, and radio-frequency transmission equipment adapters.
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FigLre 3-40. Horizontal handlin g fixture
(strongback) for payloads.
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UNI:' SET
Figure 3-41. Payload canister shn^vai
mounted on its transpirter.
Figure 3-42. Layout of cargo integration test equipment for horizontal cargo.
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The CITE satisfies the STS requirement to perform final assembly and inte-
grated testing of cargo before it is mated to the Shuttle. It may also be used
to satisfy the payload interface verification requirements.
5. Interfaces. Standard payload interfaces and services required at the launch
site will be made available to all users but the users will retain primary
responsibility for performance and off--line processing of their payloads. To
Mill this host concept, the launch site staff must schedule and integrate
facilities, support equipment, services, and personnel. The user involve-
ment is shown in Figure 3--43.
Planning launch site support for payloads will begin with initial contact be-
tween the user and the designated launch site support manager. The LSSM
will be assigned early in the program and will become the user's "host."
He will become acquainted with the user's organization and will worm with
that organization in defining launch site capabilities and planning launch site
operations. Initial emphasis will be on long-lead items, conditions that
might affect payload design, and resolution of problems that pose potential
difficulties. Any new capabilities required must be evaluated for cost and
schedule effects. given if payload processing requirements are incomplete,
they should be submitted at the earliest possible date to allow ample time
for evaluation., planning, and integration into the STS processing.
(IJ.H•) G. Responsibilities. During planning, the user, using the KSC Launch Site
Accommodations Handbook, has the responsibility to:
o Establish specific processing flow requirements.
a Identify facility services required.
s Identify payload-supplied support equipment required for use at the
launch/landing site.
s Identify activation/deactivation requirements associated with unique
support equipment.
e Ensure reliability and quality assurance during the off-line processing
in support of payload readiness.
• Prepare procedures for accomplishing processing before STS mating.
a Input to and review integrated. procedures for on-line testing with the STS.
f Perform safety assessment.
• Identify test support requirements for payload involvement in integrated
operations.
* Provide certification of payload readiness.
* Place a security designation, if applicable, on all material submitted.
a Identify and budget for payload costs to be incurred at the launch site.
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Figure 3-43. User involvement in launch site operations. planning.
The launch site organization will be responsible for providing assistance to
the user in planning integration and checkout cf the payload elements wit'. the
STS, planning and scheduling facility use and payload flow, ensuring that all
payload requirements are met, and conducting the launch operations. Users
must provide sufficient documentation to define all requirements for their
payloads at the launch site.
For complex payloads (particularly those requiring major construction of
facilities at the launch site), planning should begin several. years before the
payload is scheduled to axrive at the launch site. Most payloads, however,
will require significantly shorter lead times.
The user will retain prime responsibility for off--line operations involving
only his hardware. Once integration with other payloads or STS hardware
begins, the launch site will assume overall responsibility but will require
detailed inputs and data review from the user. Users will retain performance
responsibility for their payload and will remain involved through the entire
on-line flow as well.
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(U.H.)	 7. Services. In addition to the equipment, both technical and administrative
support services are available to fit the needs of users. Administrative
support includes office space, communications and transportation facilities,
equipment, and tools. Technical support for payload processing includes
clean rooms, test equipment, propellants, ordnance testing and storage,
chemical analysis, shops, and laboratories.
Complete technical services are available to satisfy legitimate require-
ments of users. However, these are not intended to supplement work that
should have been performed in the user's home plant. If inactive support
services must be reactivated for a user, negotiated cost and schedules must
be considered.
(U. H. 	 c. Mission Support, During all on-orbit periods when a payload has an operational
interface with the Space Transportation System., flight operations support will
be provided jointly by the Mission Control Center (MCC) and by the Payload
Operations Control Center (POCC) responsible for that payload. The MCC will
provide total support for other phases of the flight — prelaunch, ascent, reentry,
and landing.
I. Mission Control Center, The MCC is located at the Lyndon B. Johnson Space
Center (JSC), which has been designated as the STS operator for all (NASA
flights. Flight operations comm.ad and control facilities are located in
the TYCC.
For all flights, the MCC provides systems monitoring and contingency
support for all STS elements, provides two-way communications interface
with the crew and onboard systems, performs flight data collection to a
central site, and provides a preflight and inflight operational. interface with
the POCC to coordinate flight operations.
The STS operations organization within the MCC consists of three major
elements or functions: a planning operations management team (POMT),
multipurpose support groups, and small flight control teams.
The POMT serves primarily to perform a preflight (approximately 2 years
to 16 weeks before launch) function, wifh management responsibility for the
detailed development, planning, scheduling, and status of all STS flights.
The POMT will provide assistance to the user in preparing requirements
documentation for facilities, software, command, telemetry, flight require-
ments, and POCC interfaces.
The multipurpose support function includes the bulk of STS flight planning,
procedures development, and systems expertise and manpower. The multi-
purpose support teams provide direct support for preflight planning and
training activities and, during the flight, provide systems and trajectory
statusing support to the flight control room on a routine and periodic basis.
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The flight control team is the only flight-dedicated element in the opera-
tions concept; these people are on duty 24 hours a day for the duration of
each STS flight. They provide direct real-time flight support to the crew
through flight monitoring and assistance during launch and entry, and by
following the flight activities during the orbital. phase. The real-time plan-
ning and execution of payload operations activities will be primarily the
responsibility of the POCC.
2. Payload Operations Control Center. The POCC has the computation and
display capability necessary to provide data for operational control of pay-
loads as well as the capabilities for payload communications and command.
(See Table 3-21.)
Generally, the same data that are available to the STS controllers within
the Mission Control Center are also available to the user in the POCC. The
POCC also provides similar capability to the MCC for command uplink and
voice communications both with the onboard crew and with flight controllers
in the MCC. Table 3-21 provides a summary of the standard capabilities in
the JSC POCC for data monitoring, command and control, accommodations,
and services.
Interfaces between the POCC and the MCC are simplified somewhat by the
fact that both are located in the same building (Building 30, Mission Control
Center complex at JSC). Payload operations for attached payloads require
close coordination between the POCC and the MCC throughout the duration of
a flight. No handoff is made, as it is to the other two PO CCs when their
spacecraft get out of range of the Orbiter.
The responsibility for managing and staffing the JSC POCC lies with the
user: thus, the organizational stricture is flexible and may vary somewhat
from flight to flight. However, the user is expected to designate an indivi-
dual within the POCC who has overall responsibility for all payload opera-
tions decisions.
3. Payload Control. All commanding through the Orbiter to payloads will be
under the direct control of the MCC and will pass through or be initiated at
the MCC. As much as 2 kilobits/sec of command data (various types, for-
mats, and bit rates) can be transmitted to payloads through the Orbiter. The
intent of the Shuttle command system (onboard and ground system) is to pro-
vide for maximum transparency to payload commands, while retaining ade-
quate control for crew safety. Some specialized preflight planning with the
user is necessary to achieve this goal. The following command system fea-
tures and operations concepts are used.
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Table 3-21. JSC POCC standard capabil i.es.
Facility • Consoles,	 desks,	 chairs,	 tables,
recorders,	 telephones,	 headseu
fdr voice monitoring
Voice a Voice loops (both internal and
communications external	 to	 JSC)	 for	 coordi-
nating STS/payload flight ptm- ,.
ning activities
•• Two-way voics communications
with ten► during flight
• Voi= transcripts and/or voice
tapes of =iv conversations
Command 0 Commands	 can	 be	 generated
data from an assigned console posi-
-jup[init) tion in the FOCC
• Some training will be provided
coo that the user will l:e ramii-
_iar with
	 command	 generation
procedures
• Command histories can be re-
trieved	 from
	
real-tune	 proces•
sors and displayed an the con-
.
sole.	 Command	 histories	 may
also be obtained from ofF line
processors	 (printauts or tapes)
Telemetry • Real-time	 monitoring	 of	 the
data STS sW.ems data (same cpa-
(downlink) bility as MCC controllers)
s Real-tinge	 processing
	
and
	 dis•
play of payload command and
control data
* Real-time	 procezing	 and	 dis-
play	 of	 sckancs	 data	 141
Mbit/sec)	 =htained	 in	 inde-
pendent scienct downlinks
•. Near-real-time
	
practising
	
and
display
	 of	 science	 data	 cadtt-
tainees	 in	 independent science
dovnlinks	 (the	 data
	
rate	 is
limited	 ta	 41	 Mbit/sec	 and
subject to change)
Special W Special	 computations	 for real-
processing time and'near-rea[-tirra displays
e Analysis	 program	 support
	
(tile
amount	 of	 support
	
will	 be
negotiated	 an	 a	 case-by-case
basis)
Trajectory + All	 angc ing	 trajectory	 and
Orbiter	 attitude	 information
will be- made available to users
as re-4iaired
• Cr1 ri`t 	 phasa	 processing
	 of , tra-
j+.ctory	 will	 be	 performed
	
as
required
	
to	 support	 payload
Operations
Output *Digital
	 television	 equipmear
devices displays
v Strip chart recorders
0 Tubular reports
e Science data tapes generated at
a ; *mote site
e Standard	 computer-compatible
mopes carnaining M systems
and trajectory data
Video Can	 monitor in	 real
	
time all
downlink video downlink
e Video
	 tapes	 available	 post
Might
Natural o Worldwide	 memorologics[	 data
environment y Spate	 environment	 data	 (re-
support ports	 an solar activities, 	 ener-
getic	 particles,
	
artirrcal	 events,
geomagnetic	 activity,	 aurora[
data,
	
and	 ionospheric dis:ura-
ances)
An STS/payload command plan will be developed and jointly agreed upon by
JSC and the user, with particular attention given to the countdown, launch,
insertion, and payload-activation sequences. To ensure Orbiter safety and
to allow far interruption of normal, preplauned POCC command sequences
during Orbiter contingencies, the MCC will maintain the capability to enable/
disable POCC command output through the MCC.
A list of payload commands that constitute a hazard to the Orbiter (while
the payload is attached to or near the Orbiter) will be identified jointly by
JSC and the user during preflight planning. The user may add to the list any
commands considered hazardous to the payload itself. This joint commx)d
list will be entered into the MCC command software (safed).
A definite handover time for detached payload operations will be established
jointly by JSC and the user before the flight. The plan will define the point
after which POCC commands will cease to pass through the MCC and will be
initiated and routed independent of STS commands. In establishing the proper
handover time, the primary consideration is to maintain Orbiter and crew
safety after the handover of command responsibility.
3.7 REQUIREMENTS FOR PROGRAM ELEMENTS
3.7.1 FLIGHT HARDWARE. Flighthardware shall conform to the applicable perfor-
mance requirements of Section 3.2 and the design and construction standard specified
in Section 3.3.
3.7.1.1 Airborne Support Equipment (ASE). ASE shall be returned from low Earth
orbit by the STS.
a. Beam Builder Fi3nctional, and Design Requirements. The beam builder shall 	 (PROP.)
fabricate a triangular--cross--section truss from preprocessed graphite/thermo-
plastic (G/T) strip material. The beam builder ;hall provide the operations
a ad equipment necessary to assemble truss elements (e.g., cross members to
cap sections) and cut the truss to required length.
1. General.
(a). Longitudinal beam properties are as follows: 	 (TBD)
(b) ibllowable longitudinal beam loads are as follows: 	 (TBD)
(c) The beam building process shall produce the completed beam in accordance (DER)
with the missicu timeline allocation at ati overage speed of 1. 79 x 10-2
m/sec.
(d) The completed beam twist error shall be controlled to TBD +_ TBD 	 (DER)
radians.
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(DER)	 (e) The completed beam straightness shall be controlled to TIM ^xader
specified on-orbit thermal and loading conditions.
(DER)	 (f) The beam builder hardware, which interfaces with the STS, shall be
compatible with TED allocations of the STS-provided interface speci-
fied in Subsection 3.8.1.
PAD, K)	 2. Feed Section. The beam builder shall fabricate the truss in a.cordance with
the following functional and design. requirements.
The feed section, shall. store and feed the flat strip stock material and pre-
vent unwinding of the material during all phases of operation.
(a) Material shall be graphite fiber, thermoplastic resin composite. The
stored flat strip stock used for cap sections shall be as follows:
Width:	 19.05 cm
Thickness: 0.876 mm
(b) Storage reels shall accommodate the material specified in sufficient
length to produce the complete truss.
PLA-D, K)	 S. Heat and Guide Section. The heat and guide section shall heat and monitor
the temperature of the G/T material before it enters the forming section. It
shall be equipped with necessary guides to provide smooth low friction flow
of material from the feed reel to the forming section.
(a) Heat shall be concentrated on the bend zones of the material. Heaters
shall raise the temperature of each bend zone from its prevailing input
temperature 256 _ TBD°K to the required temperature 530 TBD°K.
(b) The heat and guide section shall be thermally insulated to limit heat loss
to TBD Btu/hr ma.,dmum from all sources during stabilized operation
cycling at an ambient temperature of TBD°K minimum.
(c) Power overload devices shall shut down the heaters and the process in
the event of a malfunction.
(d) Heater controls shall provide digital. (on-off) operation of heaters as a
function of material temperature limits and state of operation. Heaters
along each fold line shall be independently controlled as a function of
material temperature. The heater is turned on if the material is below
the minimum temperature limit. The heater is turned off when the
materials reaches the maximum temperature limit.
(e) All heaters shall have a common control for manual adjustment of power
and manual shutoff.
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(f) Heater controls shall be designed to fail "off". Tf material temperature
is below the minimum limit and the drive system is not activated, the
drive system shall be disabled until the proper temperature is attained.
If the drive system is activated, the temperature controls shall not be
capable of interrupting the drive during the run cycle.
(g) A sensor shall be provided at the entrance to the heat and guide section
to shut down the process drive and heaters when the end of the material
strip pusses by.
4. Form Section. The form section shall preform and final form the cap mem- (IRAD,K)
ber to the required cross section configuration. Additional heaters within the
form section shall preheat the material bend zones and forming rollers for
system start up. The heaters will also maintain material temperatures along
each fold line during system operation.
The form section shall have provisions for manual feed through of material
for initial loading. Heating and cooling shall be manually sequenced during
the loading operation.
5. Cool Section. The cool section shall cool the formed G/T cap member below (iRAD,K)
the maximum, use temperature. All cooling system equipment, e. g. , pumps,
reservoirs, regulators, etc., that interface with the payload heat exchanger
shall be provided by the SCAFE experiment.
(a) Cooling fluid shall be supplied at TBD°K to TBD°K.
(b) Flow shall be controlled and measured.
(c) Type of cooling fluid shall be TBD.
(d) Cooling fluid flow rate shall be TBD to TBD kg/sec.
(e) Cooling fluid inlet temperature shall be measured.
(f) Cooling fluid outlet temperature shall be measured and recorded in
real time.
6. Drive Section. The drive section shall provide the pull force on the material (IRAD, K)
necessary to move the material from the feed reel through the entire process
and beyond.
(a) Drive section control shall provide the necessary interlock logic to pre-
vent drive unit activation when material temperatures or conditions are
not ready for processing.
(b) Material stroke shall be controlled by a direct measurement of linear
displacement of the cap member. Drive unit shall automatically shut
off at end of required stroke.
v
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(c) The drive section, shall stop the material within. TBD inch of travel after
shutoff signal is generated.
(DER)	 (d) The drive section shall limit the beam, acceleration to 1.3 cm/sect.
(DER)	 7. Assembly Section. The assembly section shall provide the necessary storage,
dispensing, fastening, and positioning functions to apply and align the side
members, and to join the beam cap sections to the side members to form the
completed beam.
(DER)	 S. Beam Cutoff Section. This section shall provide a means to sever the com-
pleted beam at the required length.
(a) Control of fiction shall be by operator command.
(b) Debris resulting from the severing function shall be eliminated or pre-
vented from escape into surrounding environment, in accordance with
Section 3.3.10. .
9. Process Control. A process controller shall be provided to control the process
in accordance with the requirements specified herein.
OtAD,K)	 (a) Process control shall provide necessary status monitoring lights and
manual switching controls.
(DER)	 (b) Synchronization of all machine functions shall be provided by electronic
controls or mechanical devices.
(PROP.	 b. Assembly Jig. The assembly jig shall provide the capabilities to perform plat-
1.4.1.2)	 form fabrication functions on. the four longitudinal and nine cross beams speci-
fied in paragraph 3.2.2.2.
{DER)	 1. General.
(a) The assembly jig will provide the capability to automatically perform all
longitudinal beam to cross beam joining functions as each cross beam is
positioned. Joining techniques shall be used by the Astronaut only for
special or unscheduled maintenance operations.
{DER)	 (b) The assembly jig hardware that interfaces with the STS shall be compatible
with TBD allocation of STS--provided interfaces specified in Section 3.6.1.
(DER)	 2. Deployment. The assembly jig shall deploy the beam builder and jig from
the stowed position in the cargo bay to the operating position.
(PROP.	 (a) Deployment time will be compatible with the timeline allocation and will
1.4.2.2)	 take 60 y TBD minutes.
(DER)	 (b) Deployment will be possible with or without the beam builder attached.
(PROP.	 3. Retention. The assembly jig shall retain and guide the longitudinal beams
1.4.1.2)	 during the cross beam generation process.
4. Positioning_ The assembly jig shall position and hold the beam builder in 	 (PROP.
any position required to perform beam generation functions. 	 1.4.2.2)
(a) The beam builder positioning will be compatible with the timeline alloca-- 	 (DER)
tion, rotatic : of TBD deg. in TED +_ TBD minutes about TBD axis,
translation of TBD m in TBD minutes along TBD axis.
(b) The beam builder positioning device shall be removable from the assembly (DER)
jig on the ground.
5. Positioning and Clamping. The assembly jig will properly position and clamp (PROP.
the longitudinal beams and cross beams for assembly.
6. Translation. The assembly jig will translate longitudinal beams across the	 (PROP.
face of the assembly jig.	 1.4.2.1)
(a) Beam translation acceleration shall not exceed TBD na/see 2 .	 (DER)
(b) Translation rate shall be compatible with timeline allocation, anal will	 (DER)
not exceed TBD m/sec.
7. Process Control. The assembly jig shall provide a process controller to	 (PROP.
synchronize and control the fabrication functions (except EVA functions)	 1.4.2.1)
automatically under operator command. In addition, safety interlocks shall
be provided for assembly jig deployment and retrieval.
8. Illumination. The assembly ji g shall provide TBD lighting in excess of	 (DER)
natural lighting and/or cargo bay lights described in paragraph 3.6.1.1. c.
c. Control and Display. Control and display functions for SCAFE fabrication equip 	 (DER)
ment shall be perforated by the Orbiter control and display equipment located in
the aft flight deck.
d. _CCTV and Illumination, Closed circuit TV, RMS TV, payload bay illumination,
and RMS illumination shall. be provided by the Orbiter as specified in paragraph
3.6.1.1.b and paragraph 3.6.1.1. c.
e. Software. Requirements are TBD.
f. Flight Support Equipment/Interface Hardware. Requirements are TBD.
3.7.1.2 Platform -(Flight 1)	 (DER)
a. General. Equipment interfacing with the STS shall be compatible with TBD
allocated interfaces specified in Section 3.6.1..
Checkout and operational periods while attached to the Orbiter nominally shall
not exceed seven days. However, an extended mission shall be considered pre-
ferable to a required revisit mission to accomplish all the SCAFE objectives.
Operational cycles shall be determined by timelines. Equipment interfaces with
the STS shall be comparable with applicable command/control interfaces speci-
fied in Section 3. 6.1 and space environments specified in Section 3.2.7.1.
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Checkout and operational, periods while in the free--flaring mode shall not ex-
ceed S months. Operational cycles shall be defined by timelines.
The platform shall not be returned to Earth by the STS.
b. Structural/Platform. Requirements are TBD.
c. Communication/Data. Requirements are TBD.
d. Electrical. Requirements are TBD.
e. Attitude Control. Requirements are TBD.
f. Rendezvous & Docking. Requirements are TBD.
(DER) g. Instrumentatzon/Engineering Experiments. Engineering experiments shall be
performed while. the SCAFE equipment is attached to the Orbiter and while the
platform is operating in a free-flying mode.
1. General.
(a) SCAFE instrumentation/engineering experiments shall be as defined in
paragraph 3.1.3.2.b.2.
(b) EVA or remotely operated mechanical devices shall be used to install or
remove instrumentation/engineering experiments, and interconnect cabling.
2. Temperature Instrumentation.
(a) Temperature instrumentation is TED.
(b) Temperature instrumentation accuracy requirements are TBD.
(c) Temperature instrumentation location requirements are TBD.
3. Deflection Instrumentation.
(a) Deflection instrumentation is TBD.
(b) Deflection instrumentation accuracy requirements are TBD.
(c) Deflection instrumentation location requirements are TBD.
4. Discrete Signals.
(a) Discrete signal requirements are TBD.
(b) Discrete signal levels are TBD.
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5. Laser.
(a) Performance/accuracy requirements are TBD.
(b) Laser/target installation requirements are TBD.
6. Free Flight Monitor TV.
(a) Performance/accuracy requirements are TBD.
(b) Installation requirements are TBD.
7. Sun Shade.
(a) Installation requirements are TBD.
8. Command/ Control.
(a) Installation/experiment corn and/control _requirements are TBD.
3.7.1.3 GFE Experiments.
	
(DER)
a. GFE experiments under consideration are specified in paragraph 3.1.3.2.b.3.
b. GFE experiment equipment under consideration is specified in Section 3.1.6.
c. SCAFE structure, equipment, and operations shall be compatible with the per-
formance and operational requirements of the GFE experiments.
d. GFE experiment hardware and software interfaces with SCAFE equipment shall
be defined and controlled.
3.7.2 GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT (PECULIAR). SCAFE experiment-peculiar 	 (DER)
ground support equipment (GSE) used at JSC integration site, launch/landing site, or
POCC shall be compatible with the requirements of this document. Hardware and
software requirements shall be separately specified for each required end item. The
following categories shall be considered.
3.7.2.1 Handling and Transport.
a. Dollies
b. Shipping Containers
C. Slings
3.7.2.2 Servicing.
a. Thermal Fluid
b. Battery Fluid
c. Cold Gas
3.7.2.3 Checkout and Maintenance.
a. Electrical Checkout
b. Mechanical Checkout
c. Integration Sof mre
d. Auxiliary Power Supply
e. Ground Heat Exchanger
3.7.2.4 Special (Atudliary). TED
3.7.2.5 Simulators/Trainers.
a. EVA Fixture Support Boom
b. EVA Tools
3.7.3 FACILITIES.
TBD
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VERIFICATION
	 :j
4.1 GENERAL
TBD
4.1.1 RESPONSIBILITY FOR VERIFICATION. TBD
4.1.2 VERIFICATION IV7ETHOD SELECTION. TBD
4.1.3 RELATIONSHIPS TO MANAGEMENT REVIEWS. TBD
4. 1.4 TEST/EQUIPMENT FAILURES. TBD
4.2 PHASED VERIFICATION REQUIREMENTS
TBD
4.2.1 DEVELOPMENT. TBD
4.2.2 QUALIFICATION. TBD
4.2.3 ACCEPTANCE. TBD
4.2.4 INTEGRATED SYSTEMS. TBD
4.2.5 PRELAUNCH CHECKOUT. TBD
4.2.6 FLIGHT/MISSION OPERATIONS. TBD
4.2.7 POST FLIGHT. TBD
4.3 VERIFICATION CROSS REFERENCE INDEX
TBD
4.4 TEST SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
TBD
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4.4.1 FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT, TBD
4.4.2 ARTICLES.' TBD
4.4.3 SOFTWARE. TBD
4.4..4 INTERFACES. TBD
4.4.5 INTERFACE VERIFICATION. The payload accommodation interfaces for the
Space Shuttle system have been. defined in Space Shuttle System Payload Accomodations
(JSC-07700, Vol. XIV). Interface verification requirements are defined in Space
Shuttle System Payload Interface Verification --- General Approach and Requirements
(JSC-07700--14 PIV-0x). The latter document requires that new hardware projects
have a verification program planned to ensure that the necessary verification require-
ments of the respective interfaces are met before the payload is installed in the Orbiter.
Users of the standaxd payload carriers will, assess their payload to determine if new
or tudque configurations require verification before flight. This assessment and nec--
essaxy verification will be accomplished in conjunction width the STS operations organiw
zation.
Few or no additional verification requirements are anticipated for payloads that are
reflown; however, some assessment of the payload should be made to ensure that con-
figuration changes to the payload or cargo do not create a new interface that would
require preflight verification.
The term. "payload" describes any item provided by the user having a direct physical
or functional interface with the Space Shuttle system..
Equipment suitable for interface verification testing is available at the launch site.
The cargo integration test equipment (CITE) at KSC is capable of both payload--to-
payload interface testing for mired cargoes and cargo-to-Orbiter testing. The CITE
simulates the Orbiter side of the interface in form., fit, and function.
Some s.uipm.ent at JSC, although designed primarily for STS development, is also
capable of payload interface verification. The Shuttle Avionics Integration Laboratory
constitutes a high-fidelity electrical aimulation of the Orbiter. Another function of this
laboratory is flight software verification, especially payload software that is used with
the Orbiter computer. The remote manipulator simulator can verify payload deploy-
ment, retrieval, and stowage techniques by use of a buoyant inflatable structure to
simulate a fall--sane payload.
At the completion of the interface verification process, but before the payload is
installed in the Orbiter, i certificate of compliance confirming interface compatibility
shall be prepared by the using payload organization and submitted to the Shuttle system
organization. The certificate of compliance documentation shall include all, interface
verification r eq:dxement waivers, noncompliances, and deferrals; this documentation
will. become a permanent part of the payload data package.
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Payload verification plans shall be submitted to JSC for review and concurrence of
	
j
the verification methods for safety-critical interfaces. When necessary, the verifica- 	 I
tion methods for the safety-critical interfaces will, be negotiated with the responsible
payload organization to achieve an acceptable verification that will ensure a safe sys-
tem. These safety-critical interface verification methods shall be subject to appro-
priate management control within the Space Transportation System. A verification
plan should contain the following information:
a. Scope
b. Applicable doctunents.
c. Interface verification requirements and methods matrix, identifying specific
direct (physical or functional) payload interfaces with the Orbiter and defining
the verification method (test, demonstration, etc.) for each specific interface.
d. Safety-critical interface verification method synopsis.
e. Verification requirement waivers (these must be negotiated with JSC).
f. Verification requirement deferrals (i.e., deferral until installation in the Orbiter,
until flight, etc.). Thes e- deferrals will have to be negotiated in the same way
as waivers.
g. Schedule for plan submittal and required approval date.
h. Schedule for payload interface verification testing program and specific dates
for safety-critical interface verification tests.
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SORTIE PAYLOAD PLANNING DATA
The data sheets in this section, shall be completed to the extent possible in accordance
with the instructions gven in Report No. PDS-SE--104.
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111-IDENTIFICATION AND OBJECTIVE
* PAYLOAD IDENTIFICATION-111
	 01 PAYLCaAD NO.
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	 03 ORIGINATING DATE
04 DEVELOPMENT AGENCY-	 115 DISCIPLINE-
	 DG REVISION- DATE
07 PRINCIPAL CONTACT-
	 118 PWjNE-	 09 REVISION NO.
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02-GENERAL DESCRIPTION AND REF. DOCUMENTS
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09-POINTING a STAB ILITYoAND CONTROL
SHEET t OF 8
PAYLOAD NO.
W
1CA
3^ POINTING
	 INTERFACE-01 P/L VIEWING/TARGETS-03
Lit VIEWING CONSTRAINTS-
0 1 POINTING ACCURACY, ARCSEC
Lie TOTAL POINTING TIME, HR/MSN
03 STABILITY, ARCSEC 02 f' EFERt ED ORBITER 13AY ORIENT.-
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19 NO. OF THERMAL CAPACITORS
2LI NO. OF THERMAL BLANKETS
21 EXPERIMENT HEAT EXCHANGER
22 HIGH QUALITY WINDOW/VIEWPORT
23 FILM STORAGE KIT
OTHER SPACELAB ACCOMMODATIONS-
24
25
Li4
LIS
06
14 —
 LAUNCH/LANDING GROUND OPERATIONSiENVIRONMENTS,AND CONSTRAINTS
cc
P /L GROUND MONITORING REQUIREMENTS- 0 1
ill CONTINUOUS ? q 	 Lit PERIODIC	 113 PURFOSE--
# TIME CRITICAL ACCESS—Q2
A.TIME HR IB.DURATIONpliRl C.PURPOSE
Lit AT LAUNCH PAD
02 AT LANDING SITE
# FLUIDS LOADING-03 ENVIRONMENTAL SENSITIVITY--LM
A.QUANTITY,KG B.TYPE
al CRYOGENICS ai HUMIDITY,MAX, PCT
02 PROPELLANTS 02 HUMIDITY,MIN, ACT
03 OTHER LIQUIDS 03 TE14FERATURE,MAX,,K
04 GASES Li4 TEMPERATURE,MIN,K
its OTHER L15 CLEANLINESS CLASS
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LEVEL 3
PAYLOAD NAME-
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POCC-SPACELAB POCC-REhitITE
LINK	 SITE LINK
A.R/T 19.D/T C.R/T 1D.D/
i6-PAYLOAD OPERATIONS CONTROL CENTER
POCC SUPPORT/EQUIta-L11
01 OPNS.CNTL CENTER SUPPORT RECD ?
L72 REMOTE SITE SUPPORT READ ?
Al 3 VCS I CE C!^ MM . EQU IP .
GA DATA COMM. EQUIP.
Lis CONTFa-JL EQUIP.
06 DISPLAY EQUIP.
07 HARD COPY
08 DATA STORAGE
09 COMPUTER
10 OTHER-
m POCC FUNCTIONAL
SUPPORT-D2
031 COMMAND
±i2 TELEMETRY
Li3 V !DEC,
+i4 VOICE
!.PS OTHER
15-LAUNCE&ANDING GROUND SUPPORT EQUIP
# SPECIAL SUPPORT EQUIP-01
L11
02
L13
04
17-POTENTIAL HAZARDS AND SAFETY CONSTRAINTS
# POTENT.IAL HAZARDS-01
01 HIGH PRESSURE	 04 CRYOGENICS
L12 P Yfa'^7f;CHN ICS	 L75 PROPELLANTS
n3 RADIATION	 L16 CORROSIVES
07 OTHER-
1
8
-SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS
# SPECIAL REQUIR-EMENTS-01
Ll i
NOTES
E
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